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Amazon is coming to town

Ready or not, Amazon is just about set to open for business
from an Australian location. Unfortunately, there has
been a lot of unhelpful speculation about what this might
mean. HNN ploughs through some of the background and
research needed to understand what effect this new market
entrant will have on retail in Australia.
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Amazon as a grand hack

How did Amazon do it? Right from its origins the company
has been something of a “hack”, upending conventional
expectations to become an extraordinary company. HNN
traces its history, and that of its founder, Jeff Bezos, to
uncover more of what we can expect of it in the future.
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HBT Business Solutions
Conference

Hardware Building & Traders (HBT) held a “business
solutions” conference in Melbourne in late October. With
a total of 670 members, including nearly 40 “H” branded
stores, it’s a buying group that helps retailers be truly
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Oldfields FY 2016/17

Established for over 100 years, Oldfields is launching a
new product line that is set to take on the top premium
paintbrush category. It’s a new look company, moving
to establishing direct relationships with retailers in the
independent marketplace.
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Natbuild’s Statement of Claim
spells out IHG allegations

National Building Suppliers (Natbuild) has updated its
Statement of Claim to provide more detailed allegations
against the Independent Hardware Group (IHG).
Additional individuals have been added as respondents.
Natbuild is also
continuing its forensic
examination of data
sources from IHG,
including past email
trails.

ABS hardware retail stats
The September 2017 retail figures
available from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS) confirm that the home
improvement retail industry has been
in a downturn for the past year. Is it
due to falling house prices, a decline in
consumer conficence, a bullish stock
market — or all three?
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Oldfields has
introduced a new
paintbrush that could
be a game-changer
for the top end of the
professional market.
Its Pro Series offers
some of the best
performance of any paintbrush available in the world.
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COMMENT

When looking at something like the
situation that has allegedly emerged
between National Building Suppliers
(Natbuild) and the Independent
Hardware Group (IHG), it pays to look
beyond the individuals involved, and to
see how the stress of a recent acquistion
might have led to unhelpful
behaviour.
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comment
Doing a corporate merger or acquisition, a financial analyst HNN knows well sometimes says, is
like going for a stroll through a minefield when
you know the location of 98% of the mines. Even
if you’re careful, accidents happen.
This has come to mind due to what has happened recently
between National Building Suppliers (Natbuild) and Metcash’s
Independent Hardware Group (IHG). Should the allegations of an
intrusion by employees of IHG into the Natbuild members-only
website prove true, some blame may be allocated to the people
involved, and some to the management of one company division.
But the real roots of the alleged problem will likely be traced back
to the merger between Metcash’s Mitre 10 division and the Home
Timber & Hardware Group, which led to the formation of IHG.
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The rationale for the merger was summed up by the then-CEO
of Metcash, Ian Morrice, like this:
The increased scale of the combined Mitre 10 and HTHG businesses, together with the opportunity to realise significant efficiencies,
will enable us to be more competitive and deliver a better outcome
for both our hardware retailers and their customers.
It’s a simple equation, apparently. You increase scale, control
more retail sales, and this means you can demand better prices
from wholesalers, which will increase the margins of member
retailers, and provide lower prices to customers, driving more sales
— and so forth.
Yet, if we look at the alleged motivation for the alleged breach of
the Natbuild website, something doesn’t really add up. According
to the Statement of Claim from Natbuild, the apparent purpose of
the alleged intrusion was to obtain details of the deals Natbuild
had with its suppliers so that IHG could (allegedly) demand similar
terms.
This follows on from some recent declarations by IHG that it
is definitely the number two company in the home improvement
market at the moment, behind Bunnings, and, significantly, ahead
of Natbuild.
But, if IHG is ahead of Natbuild, and thus controls more retail
sales — orders more volume and/or value of goods — then why
would it have to demand that suppliers give it terms that are
similar to those of Natbuild? Going back to Mr Morrice’s optimistic
statement, surely those lower prices would happen automatically
as a consequence of scale?
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Well, not so fast. Natbuild has, after all, spent the past decade (and more) building up its relationships with its current
suppliers. The suppliers have a known outcome when they do
business with that company, where the newly scaled-up IHG
is a far more uncertain proposition.
It’s hard to tell with these sorts of numbers, but it’s likely
IHG would need something over $2.4 billion in revenues to really wield the kind of market power it seems to have thought
it might have — which is likely around 20% more revenue
than it does have. It takes market power to overcome inertia.
This is all speculation, of course, but if true, it’s easy to
imagine the kind of situation IHG might have faced. The
merchandising part of the company could have been placed
under immense pressure to make deals that were as good as
Natbuild enjoys.
Over the past decade or so we’ve seen the consequences
that kind of pressure can have. Employees of Wells Fargo
bank in the US, for instance, set about enrolling customers in
new accounts they hadn’t ordered simply to meet quotas. A
number of market traders have violated trading safeguards
to get the returns they were required to generate. Given
enough pressure, even good people will crack, and do silly
things.
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Let’s just hope that there will be, should the allegations
prove true, a fair allocation of responsibility. In terms of the
individuals involved, many of them have a good track record
in the past, and it would be shame if the industry lost their
experience through harsh treatment. Punishing them unduly might not only be a little unfair, it also will not solve the
problem, which is likely more systemic than accidental.
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A NEW STANDARD FOR IN-STORE DISPLAY

TEL: (03) 9795 6789
FAX: (03) 9795 4567
ROMAK.COM.AU
Merchandising display for all Romak bulk items. Gondola not included.

statistics
ABS Hardware Retail
Revenue September 2017
in this
update:
•start
Retails
sales
text
for the trailing
12 months to
September 2017
indicates slowing
growth
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• One cause could
be a continuing
reduction in
house prices,
combined with a
return to growth
in share prices

The Australian
Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) has released its
statistics for retail
revenue up to September 2017. For the most
recent month, the stats
reveal a continuing
slowdown in retail, despite expectations they
might improve. Sales
remained flat across
most sectors, while a
lift of 0.4% had been

forecast. The flat result
followed on from poor
results for August 2017,
which indicated a fall
of 0.7%, the steepest
decline since 2012. For
the September 2017
quarter, sales were
down 0.3%. Most the
decline was due to
discounting, while
volumes remained
constant.
For hardware, in

terms of pure numbers
(rather than trend or
seasonally adjusted),
Australia-wide retail
sales for hardware
in September fell by
4.88% as compared to
the previous corresponding period (pcp),
which was September
2016. New South Wales
(NSW), Victoria (VIC),
Western Australia (WA)
and Tasmania (TAS), all

Chart 1. ABS hardware retail sales, trailing 12 months to August
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had falls of over 6.0%,
with NSW falling the
most, at 6.94% down.
Queensland also declined, falling 3.82% on
the pcp. South Australia had the strongest
growth, up 11.44% on
the pcp, followed by
the Northern Territory
(NT) on 6.86% up, and
the Australian Capital
Territory (ACT) up by
1.69%.

stats
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Chart 3 illustrates
these results, along
with results showing
the growth for September 2016 compared
with September 2015.
Only SA and NT show
improved growth.
Looking at results
for growth over the
trailing 12 months to
September, as shown
in Chart 1, it is evident
that growth for the
most recent period has
slowed as contrasted to
that for previous periods. Chart 2 indicates
these growth rates.
Overall, Australian
hardware retail has
grown by just 1.56%
over the 12 months, as
contrasted to a growth
rate of 5.95% to September 2016, and 7.95%
to September 2015.
The strongest growth
for the most recent
period has been for the
ACT, at 13.33%, followed
by SA at 8.07%. The
steepest drop has been
for NSW, which grew at
3.27%, contrasted with
10.37% for the previous
period. VIC and WA
show weak growth, at
0.34%, and 0.45% respectively, while QLD
fell slightly by 0.04%.
TAS grew by 1.37%,
while NT fell steeply,
by 5.79%.

Chart 2, shows revenue growth percentages for the trailing 12 months to August.

Contributing
factors
The growth chart
sees something of a
continuation of the
“bunching” of growth
numbers we have seen
before, though now
SA has broken away,

Chart 3, shows revenue growth percentages for the trailing 12 months to August.
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as NT and ACT have
previously. Charts 4, 5
and 6 might give some
sense as to why this is
the case. According to
RBA composite figure,
as shown in Chart 5,
consumer confidence
has barely managed to
make it to an average
level, and has been less
than average for much
of 2017. Meanwhile,
house prices have
entered a period of
decline. Unlike in some
previous periods of
decline, the share market, as illustrated by
the ASX 100 and ASX
200 indices, has shown
signs of improvement.
This could indicate that there is a
shift in investment
trends. While it’s not
uncommon to hear
the proposition that
when house prices
are up new dwelling
building picks up, and
when house prices go
down, some of that
expenditure shifts
to renovation and
maintenance spending,
that only works when
alternative forms of
investment are underperforming. We may be

seeing the beginning
of an exit from housing investment, both
by investors and
regular families, and
an entry into other
forms of investment
judged to deliver
higher returns, or to
simply be “safer”.
It is too early to
give a clear judgement on this at the
moment, but we
could say that the
indications for the
immediate future are
not very positive for
the hardware retail
industry.
Chart 4. ASX 100 and ASX 200 indices for Sept 2015 to Oct 2017.

Chart 5. RBA composite Consumer Sentiment index
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Chart 6. RBA composite Housing Prices

big box update
Bunnings in Kingaroy &
Cootamundra
in this
update:
•start
Bunnings
text
Kingaroy gets the
go-ahead
• Cootamundra
considers Bunnings application
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• Bunnings opens
five stores in
regional areas

• Three new Bunnings warehouses set to open in
regional NSW,
TAS and QLD over
coming nine
months
• Woolworths
closes chapter on
Masters; Lowe’s
Companies gains
USD96 million in
the exit payment

• Bunnings in
Kawana QLD
open for business
• Bunnings could
open at former
Masters site at
Majura Park (ACT)
• Four Bunnings
stores sold
in lease-back
arrangement

• Roy Morgan
pegs Bunnings
ahead of HTH in
quarterly survey
of customer
satisfaction

Bunnings is a step
closer to setting up
shop in Kingaroy
(QLD) after South Burnett Regional Council
approved its development application at a
recent meeting. The
company will now
move to square things
with the state government before it breaks
ground, according to
the South Burnett
Times.
Not surprisingly, Bunnings general manager
– property, Andrew
Marks welcomed the
decision. He said:
We can confirm we
have received development approval
for a new Bunnings
Warehouse in Kingaroy
and will continue to
work with the council
throughout the planning process. The new
warehouse will represent an investment of
over $15 million...
In the lead-up to the
vote, the council was
petitioned by a group
of concerned business
owners who thought
the development
would spell doom for
smaller traders. But in
approving the application, planning portfolio councillor Terry
Fleischfresser said a
Bunnings store would
complement the retail

Proposed site of the Bunnings in Kingaroy at 2 Walter Road.
offerings in Kingaroy.
While the council is prohibited by
Queensland law to
consider commercial
competition when
approving development, Cr Fleischfresser
said Bunnings would
be good for the town.
He said:
I’ve heard people say
they are disappointed
with us accepting a
Bunnings application,
however I can say
every tradesperson in
the South Burnett that
I speak to keep asking
me the same questions:
are they coming and
when are they going to
be here?
The advantage of this
business coming to
town far outweighs the
negatives.

Support for
Cootamundra
store

Absent from the
meeting was Craig
Stewart, who is employed by CootamunAn extraordinary
dra Mitre 10 and thus
meeting of Cootadeclared a non-pecunimundra-Gundagai
ary interest, and Leigh
Regional Council was
Bowden, who was in
held recently to discuss Sydney.
a proposed Bunnings
In a letter to the
store. The location of
council, Cr Stewart
this store is the corner declared he was in
of Wallendoon and
favour of new developHovell Streets, oppoment and business in
site Thompson’s Rural the Local Government
Supplies.
Area.
Council staff had
Deputy mayor Dennis
recommended the
Palmer acknowledged
proposed store be
that staff had prepared
refused development
the instrument for
consent, citing a num- refusal in accordance
ber of shortcomings
with adopted council
in the application put policy and guidelines,
forward by Colin Blake. however felt this could
However councillors
be varied in particular
disagreed.
circumstances.
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continues next page

big box
update
Bunnings’ latest stores outside metro areas
In recent months,
Bunnings has officially opened stores in
Windsor Gardens (SA),
Toowoomba North
(QLD), Bellambi (NSW),
Bonnyrigg (NSW) and
Dalby (QLD).

Windsor Gardens
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The new Bunnings
$47 million outlet at
Windsor Gardens will
be one of the largest
in South Australia.
Complex manager
Simon Ahladas heads
the team at the new
store at 432 North East
Road and spread over
13,000sqm. He said:
We have been a part
of the local community
for over 15 years.
It’s the second
Bunnings store in
the northeast, with
another established at
Modbury.
https://goo.gl/EceC9t

Toowoomba
North
Australian rugby
league great Shane
Webcke helped to
launch the Toowoomba North Bunnings
store on the site of the
old foundry. The opening marks the 42nd
Bunnings store to open
in Queensland and the
260th warehouse to
open around Australia,
New Zealand and the
UK.
Toowoomba’s second
Bunnings Warehouse
is one-and-a-half times
the size of the first at

18,000sqm. The big box
retailer said the project
represents more than
$50 million worth of
investment, and is
expected to inject $4.7
million worth of wages
from 170 jobs into the
local economy in the
first year of operation.
https://goo.gl/3PwTHm

Bellambi
Former Australian
international cricketer, Brett Lee officially
opened the new Bunnings Bellambi Warehouse. The store presented an opportunity
for a career change for
team member Bianka
Hoswell who grew
up in Bellambi and
worked as a nurse in
aged care for eight
years.
But she is now working in a supervisory
role in the leisure and
landscape section of
the store. She told the
Illawarra Mercury:
Their approach is
beautiful. They have
this whole family feel
about the business.
There is plenty of innovation and team development so Bunnings
was very appealing to
me.
And she hopes her
story about changing
careers will encourage
others. She said:
I’m really happy to
have a second family
here with the team that
I am working with. I
am incredibly grateful.

https://goo.gl/gMpmrQ

total store size of
15,000sqm.
https://goo.gl/YP4kAM

of community groups
already, working with
Goodstart Early LearnBonnyrigg
ing Centre to extend
the centre’s outdoor enThe new Bonnyrigg
Dalby
vironment with a senstore replaces the
sory garden, as well as
previous warehouse
Bunnings Dalby store helping to revamp the
located next door
manager, Jodie Ianna, Dalby Diehards Footand was opened by
is joined by over 25 Dal- ball Club’s 100-year-old
Parramatta Eels rugby by locals who are now grandstand.
league legend Peter
official team members
Bunnings Dalby is
Sterling. He was joined of the new $12 million, located at the corner of
by Bunnings Group
smaller-format store.
the Warrego Highway
CEO Michael SchneiMs Ianna has worked
and Eton Street in
der, complex manager at Bunnings for 12
Dalby (QLD).
Andrew Shalala and
years. She told The
https://goo.gl/3LgSYN
staff.
Chronicle:
The new Bunnings
Team members have
has an approximate
supported a number

Bunnings Cootamundra (cont.)

The location of the proposed Cootamundra store is the corner of Wallendoon and Hovell
Streets
He said:
We have been elected to look after
the future of our towns and we
must be proactive…
Cr Palmer said a newly developed
side would be better than the current building. He also argued the
car parking code could be altered
subject to Traffic Committee approval. He added:
This council needs to be a ‘can-do’
facilitator, rather than a ‘can’t do’
authority.
Doug Phillips held concerns the
incomplete application may lead
to legal ramifications for council
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and was the only councillor not to
vote for Cr Palmer’s motion. “I have
no issue with the hardware store, I
think it would be good competition
for Mitre 10,” he said, but stated
the incomplete application should
not have even been discussed by
councillors.
Mayor Abb McAlister said that
council must always be on the front
foot when it comes to development
before declaring his support for the
hardware store.
https://goo.gl/sTiYNR
https://goo.gl/P64f5d

big box
update
Bricks and mortar builds for Bunnings
In the next few
months and going into
2018, new Bunnings
Warehouses will open
in Devonport (TAS),
Heatherbrae (NSW)
and Rockhampton
(QLD).

Devonport store
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Bunnings general
manager – property,
Andrew Marks, told
The Advocate the new
Devonport store is
expected to be open
sometime in December.
Construction work is
almost complete at the
site. He said:
Recruitment has been
completed with more
than 80 residents…
Bunnings Devonport
will cover more than
8,000sqm…The development represents an
investment of over $19
million.
The Bunnings Devonport store is where the
K&D Warehouse was
located.
https://goo.gl/j8WgtZ

Bunnings in Port
Stephens
The large, blue
former Masters Home
Improvement store at
Heatherbrae (NSW)
has begun turning
green. The new Bunnings store will span
more than 12,000sqm.
Mr Marks said the new
store was expected
to open in time for
Christmas.
According to real
estate firm, Cushman
& Wakefield, who sold
the three NSW-based
stores for Home Consortium – the purchaser of all 61 of the
Masters sites across
Australia as well as 21
development sites –
the Heatherbrae Masters site sold for $12.3
million. The Heatherbrae sale included
a total land holding
of 45,730sqm, including two facilities: a
13,153sqm purpose built
hardware retail warehouse and a 4,029sqm

Project management company, Willow Frank is overseeing the Bunnings Devonport store
construction
large format retail
Masters site.
ting works will occur
development with four This location, where in the coming months
retail tenancies.
Bunnings signage has and the new store will
https://goo.gl/R2awd1 recently been installed, span over 13,000sqm.
will see the store nearThe Bunnings trade
Rockhampton
by other stores such as centre will remain in
opening date
Freddy’s Fishing and
its current location.
Outdoors, Petstock and https://goo.gl/
Bunnings’ new
Autobarn. Mr Marks
QFKY6D
location at the former said:
Masters Rockhampton
We can confirm we
site will be open to
have reached an agreethe public mid-2018. It ment with the landlord
received approval at
to convert the former
the start of the year to Masters Rockhampton
move from its current site into a new Bunlocation on Yaamba
nings Warehouse. ConRoad to the vacant
version and reformat-

Woolworths makes final exit from Masters
Woolworths has
finally extricated itself
from its failed Masters
hardware venture by
completing the sale of
its store sites.
The supermarket giant said it has completed the sale of Hydrox
Holdings – the joint
venture company it set
up with US firm Lowe’s
to run Masters – to the
privately owned Home
Investment Consor-

tium for a headline sale
price of $525 million.
Home Consortium
plans to convert the
Masters stores into
large format retail centres featuring outlets
including Spotlight,
Anaconda, Chemist
Warehouse, JB Hi-Fi
and The Good Guys.
Lowe’s handed over
its 33.3% stake in
Hydrox to Woolworths
in August, in line with

federal court proceedings, allowing the local
retail giant to make the
final step in selling the
former Masters stores.
Lowe’s Companies
recorded in its results
for Q2 2017 an additional USD96 million
gain from the sale of
Hydrox Holdings.
Woolworths previously said the capital
losses associated with
the sale of Hydrox
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were about $1.8 billion.
The sale to Home
Consortium includes
40 Masters freehold
trading
sites, 21
Masters
freehold
development
sites
and 21
Masters
leasehold
sites.

https://goo.gl/ki6HRa

big box
update
Bunnings Kawana open Bunnings Fyshwick site may
to customers
become train station
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News that Bunnings
could take up the
former Masters site
at Majura Park (ACT)
may be the first move
that could see the
relocation of Canberra
Railway Station to
Fyshwick.
Bunnings staff at
the Fyshwick store on
Newcastle Street have
Store manager Emily Sweet of the new Bunbeen aware all year
nings store on Kawana Way in Warana (QLD)
that they would be
said the team has been excited to welcome the
transferring to Majura
local community to the store and celebrate with Park in 2018. One staff
them at the grand opening event.
member told the Riot
However Kawana Hardware and Garden
Act the ACT GovernCentre owner Ian Witten expects his business
ment and Bunnings
will take a hit with the launch of the Bunnings had been in negotiaoutlet.
tions for some time
Mr Witten moved to the Sunshine Coast from with the aim of the
western New South Wales in 1998 to take over
Government acquiring
the store. One of his sons had bad asthma so he the site to develop a
gave up farming for an entirely different career new railway station.
where harsh winter weather was not a problem. Bunnings said in a
In the two decades since then, he has seen a
statement that a final
number of independent hardware stores close
decision had not been
down in the Kawana Waters, Buderim, Calounmade on the future
dra and Maroochydore areas. His enterprise has
survived but he expected sales would be affected by a new competitor. He told the Sunshine
Coast Daily:
A portfolio of four
When Caloundra (Bunnings) opened, we really newly-built Bunnings
felt it and that lasted six to eight months, then it hardware stores have
went back to normal. I think we will see a fall in been sold to CBRE
sales through the Christmas period.
Global Investors in a
He said Bunnings had excellent marketing.
transaction worth $180
I don’t know how we compete with it.
million with yields in
He said a focus on customer service and prothe 5% range.
viding products outside of the Bunnings range
The hardware chain
were among his tactics.
has offloaded stores
We try and stock what they don’t.
in Windsor Gardens
Mr Witten said he was getting some benefit
(SA), the Auckland
from the commercial and residential expansion suburb of New Lynn
at Birtinya and Bokarina.
in New Zealand and
We supply the bricklayers and landscapers but the Sydney suburbs of
a lot of it is corporate purchases. When people
Caringbah and Bonnyneed maintenance on their houses later on, that rigg. All four sold with
is where we come along.
12-year leases in place
https://goo.gl/13FC97
to Bunnings.
https://goo.gl/sFo1k1
CBRE Global Inves-

Bunnings Fyshwick
of the Fyshwick site,
but it was likely that
it would continue to
trade “in one form or
another”. Acting state
operations manager,
Robyn Hudson, said in
a statement:
Team members will
either relocate to the
new Canberra Airport
site or remain at the
current Fyshwick store.
We will continue to ensure our team members
and the community are
kept up to date with
any progress on our
plans.
But Bunnings did not

respond to questions
about whether it had
been involved in any
negotiations with the
ACT Government.
Land between the
rail line and Bunnings
is vacant and being
used as a makeshift car
park. Combined with
the Bunnings site, it
could allow for a rail
and bus interchange,
car park and integrated
mixed use development, as recommended
in 2009 by the Railway
Master Plan for the
ACT.
https://goo.gl/TEq8Di

Four more warehouse stores sold
tors said that all four
freehold assets are
located in metropolitan areas on arterial
roads. Factors expected to drive growth in
these markets include
household disposable
income, renovation
activity, housing churn,
value and formation,
weather, lifestyle and
demographic trends,
government activity
and technology.
Bunnings’ general
manager – property,
Andrew Marks said
the sale was consistent with the group’s
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long-term strategy of
diversifying its investor base and recycling
capital on lease terms
that provide it operational flexibility. He
told Fairfax Media:
We are pleased to
have completed another successful sale at a
yield that is reflective
of the market and on
lease terms that take
into account our operational objectives.
https://goo.gl/EjeURS
https://goo.gl/fh9U3y

big box
update
Bunnings beats HTH on
customer satisfaction

16

Bunnings has replaced
Home Timber & Hardware
(HTH) to be Australia’s
leading hardware store in
September 2017, according
to the latest rankings from
Roy Morgan Research. It
scored a customer satisfaction rating of 89.0%, up 0.1%
from a year ago.
HTH came in second with
a customer satisfaction rating of 88.6%, declining 0.4%
points over the course of
the year, but enough to beat
out Mitre 10 in third with
a customer satisfaction
rating of 86.9%, down 3%.
Rounding out the hardware store “Big 4” is True
Value Hardware with a customer satisfaction rating
of 76.3%, down slightly on a
year ago.
According to the Roy
Morgan, approximately 13.1
million Australians visited
a hardware store during the

last three months. Michele
Levine, CEO, Roy Morgan
Research, said:
Bunnings is undoubtedly
Australia’s best known
hardware store…Today’s
customer satisfaction
results show Bunnings’
impressive reputation
is built on a high rate of
customer satisfaction – now
at a market leading 89% in
September…
HTH has performed consistently well over the past
few years winning the annual Roy Morgan Hardware
Store Customer Satisfaction
Award in four out of the
last five years (2012, 2013,
2015 and 2016) although the
2017 Annual Award looks set
to go down to the wire with
Bunnings aiming for its first
victory in the category since
2011.
https://goo.gl/T5yFrZ

Roy Morgan Hardware Store Customer Satisfaction September 2017
Source: Roy Morgan Single Source Australia, October 2016 – September 2017. n=14,910. Base: Australians 14+.
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indie update
Langs store opens
in Caloundra
in this
update:
•start
Langs
Buidling
text
Supplies has
opened a store in
Caloundra
• Total Tools is
seeking to open
a new outlet in
Tamworth
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A $20 million drivethrough trade store
was unveiled recently
on the Sunshine Coast
(QLD). Langs Building
Supplies has opened
its second store in the
state and is expected
to inject an annual
economic contribution
of $193 million. Along
with a trade store, it
will provide the local
community with a

bulk building supplies
and on-site manufacturing of trusses and
wall frames.
Sunshine Coast
Mayor Mark Jamieson
opened the store. He
said:
It will support local
building and construction industry as well
as providing great
employment opportunities for locals. It’s

ium window frame
manufacturing.
A decade of planning
has culminated in the
centre’s opening, with
the Caloundra-based
store doing battle
with southern rival
Ipswich. But for Langs
general manager David
Wuiske, the move here
was confident. He said:
We had two choices, a site at Ipswich
the investment shown and here, we did our
by companies such
research and thought
as Langs, along with
there was a lot of
the growth existing in growth potential here.
our region, that helps
From the coast we can
to support positive
easily service the north
business confidence ... side of Brisbane and
Langs plan to double
right up which made
their existing staff
us very confident. The
numbers in the next
sheer scale of the place
12-18 months, followed is exciting. Bob Lang
by an additional 50
hasn’t built this busijobs when the company ness by halves.
starts on-site alumingoo.gl/So4EQs

Trade store planned for Tamworth

Total Tools has
submitted a development application to Tamworth
Regional Council,
for a $300,000
development in
Taminda (NSW),
on the corner of
Lockheed and
Jewry Street. The
proposed site is
located opposite
Bunnings Tamworth on Lock-

heed Street.
If the Tamworth
development is
given the green
light, it will be
the company’s
furthest inland
store in NSW.
Total Tools
project manager
Mike Lazzaro
said Tamworth
“ticked all the boxes” in regards to
demographics and

population. He
told the Northern
Daily Leader:
Regional Australia is no different
to the high-density areas, it creates
a market for us.
Mr Lazzaro said
Total Tools had
no problem being
located across
the road from
home-improvement giant Bun-
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nings. He said:
In fact ..., it provides the focus for
a lot of customers
to come to us. It
suits our footprint
if you like. It’s all
about providing
competition and
being able to promote the brand.
If approved, Mr
Lazzaro said the
store would “be
looking to open in

December”, with
at least six staff
working at any
one time.
The development application
indicates a Total
Tools store can
serve up to 100
customers a day,
with an average
of 55 customers
a day.
https://goo.gl/
tuYtfX

John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.
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Husqvarna products
star at US Equip. Expo
in this
update:
•start
Automower
text from
Husqvarna X-line
launches in 2018
• Snap-on will
appeal award
patent damages
to Milwaukee
Tool
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• Ryobi generators
get electronic
fuel injection
• Assa Abloy buys
smartlock maker
August

• GearWrench gets
a new brand
identity

• Irish workwear
clothing company Portwest has
acquired Melbourne, Australia
based company

• Selleys is attempting to build
its business in
the UK
• Brickworks buys
Urbanstone

The annual Green Industry and Equipment
Expo (GIE+EXPO) in
Louisville, Kentucky
positions itself as the
largest trade show for
the outdoor power
equipment, lawn and
garden equipment,
light construction and
landscape industries.
Husqvarna introduced
several new products
at the recent 2017
event.
A new model for its
Automower robotic
mower series was
presented, as well as
additional products for
the company’s lineup
of battery-powered
range and new chainsaws and chainsaw
accessories for professional landowners and
farmers.
In 2018, the Automower 310 can serve 0.25
acres and slopes up to
22 degrees. This model
also features “Connect
from Home”, its new
connected Bluetooth
functionality.
The Automower
X-line will be introduced next year, which
Husqvarna says makes
the Automower Connect app standard for
those models. This app
allows owners to control the mower from
their smartphone no
matter where they are.

The Husqvarna Automower X-line will be introduced in 2018
The app works for
Android and iOS devices and lets owners
receive their Automower’s current status
and change settings
remotely. It also transmits the Automower’s
precise GPS-tracked
location in the event of
a theft.
Husqvarna said it will
give its 400 e-series
saws a full upgrade in
2018. The 435e, 440e,
445e, 450e and 450e
Rancher chainsaws
will all have improved
start-ability through
Smart Start for low
rpm ignition, a slimmer
saw body and flip-up
tank cups, snap-lock
cylinder covers and
quick release air-filters.
Additionally, Husqvarna introduced new
saw accessories. The
X-Cut SP33G is the
company’s first-ev-

er chain designed,
developed and manufactured from the
materials to final
product in its production facility in Sweden.
The carefully engineered thickness of the
chrome layer ensures
a lasting sharpness
and a high capacity,
and the chain requires
less power from the
saw than the standard
cutting systems.
Available with a 48or 54-inch commercial
ClearCut deck, Husqvarna says the V548
and V554 stand-on
mowers provide excellent grass cutting and
management. Its latest
zero-turn mower series
consists of 11 products,
four Z500 models and
seven Z500X models,
ranging from the Z548
to the Z572X.
The company also
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announced a line of
commercial zero-turn
mower blades featuring Fisher Barton’s
laser edge cutting
technology. Husqvarna says these blades
feature long-lasting
sharpness, reducing
downtime for lawn
care professionals and
increasing cut quality
and fuel efficiency.
With its new BLi100,
BLi200, BLi300 batteries, Husqvarna introduced a new line of
lithium-ion technology
that will replace the
current models. The
company says these offer faster charge times
(50-80 minutes), higher
capacities and 100Wh,
200Wh and 300Wh
respectively.
https://goo.gl/
UzxAFC
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Tool maker Snap-on
said it will appeal a US
federal court’s verdict
that awarded Milwaukee Electric Tool nearly
USD28 million in a
patent lawsuit.
The federal lawsuit,
filed three years ago
in the Eastern District
of Wisconsin, involves
three Milwaukee Tool
patents for battery
packs used with cordless power tools.
The Journal Sentinel
reports that Rick Secor,
director of corporate
communications at
Snap-on said the
company strongly
disagrees with the
jury’s verdict and will
“vigorously appeal.”
In the lawsuit, Milwaukee Tool said the
lithium-ion battery
packs it invented
greatly changed the
industry after being
introduced in 2005. The
technology replaced
packs that used nickel-cadmium batteries.
A spokesman for Mil-

waukee Tool said:
The introduction of
Lithium-ion technology to the professional
power-tool industry
was groundbreaking and resulted in
multiple patents for
our company that we
continue to aggressively defend. [The] jury
verdict by the federal
court affirms Milwaukee Tool’s leadership in
new-to-world technology in cordless tools for
the trades.
Milwaukee Tool
asserted in its lawsuit
that “no other technology could offer the
combination of high
power, light weight
and compact size made
possible by Milwaukee
Tool’s inventions.”
The lawsuit contends
Snap-on infringed
on Milwaukee Tool’s
patents when the company made lithium-ion
battery packs for Snapon tools. But Snap-on
argued in court filings
leading up to the trial

that Milwaukee
Tool’s claims were
invalid because
Canadian battery
maker E-One
Moli Energy had
actually developed
the technology and
brought it to Milwaukee Tool. Moli
eventually gave up
its patent ownership rights in 2006
and established a
license agreement
One of Milwaukee’s original Li-ion tools from circa 2006
with Milwaukee
Tool.
“Snap-on does not
infringe on Milwaukee ly based on the amount
believe, that there was Tool’s patents. It deter- of Snap-on’s infringing
anything inventive
mined the award was a sales.
about using a Li-ion
“reasonable royalty” af- He noted that the
cell in a high-powered ter determining Snap- jury deemed the
cordless tool battery
on had likely willfully infringement willpack. But assuming…
violated elements of
ful. That finding, Mr
there is an invention
three different Milwau- Hansen said, allows
here, Moli conceived of kee Tool patents.
the court to increase
it, and not (Milwaukee
Milwaukee Tool’s
the damages Snap-on
Tool),” Snap-on attorvictory in its lawcould have to pay by
neys wrote in seeking a suit alleging patent
up to three times the
summary judgment.
infringement was not amount of the jury’s
The jury hearing the surprising, said Scott
award.
case concluded that it Hansen, one of the law- https://goo.gl/tDCwas more likely than
yers who represented DLU
not that Snap-on’s lith- the company.
https://goo.gl/ZXoCJ6
ium-ion battery packs
The amount was fair-

Techtronic Industries
Power Equipment
(TTI) said it is bringing
closed-loop electronic
fuel injection (EFI)
technology to its Ryobi
branded line of portable generators.
EFI technology has
been used extensively
in the automotive and
houseboat industries
as an environmentally
responsible advancement in engine technology. TTI is introduc-

ing the performance
enhancing advantages
of EFI technology to its
product lineup.
The new EFI engine
option is featured on
the RY907000FI model
generator and provides
up to 20% greater fuel
savings, compared to
a standard carburetted engine while also
improving starting
and performance at all
elevations. Most significantly, the on-board

electronic engine
management system
greatly reduces Carbon
Monoxide (CO) exhaust
emissions emitted
from the engine. Lee
Sowell, president of
TTI Power Equipment
Outdoor Products
division, said:
The most effective
way to mitigate the
potential for CO related
injury is to first address
the hazard at the
source by lowering the

TTI portable generators with EFI technology

amount of CO promodel RY907000FI
duced. This new engine generator in Septemtechnology being
ber 2017.
applied to portable
https://goo.gl/KE13sR
generators has the
potential
to save
lives and
prevent
countless
injuries…
TTI
began
production of
the Ryobi
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Swedish lock conglomerate, Assa Abloy
said it has signed an
agreement to acquire
August Home, a
business that makes
smart locks and smart
home access products
and services. Based in
San Francisco, August Home primarily
focuses on developing
solutions for the DIY
market.
According to Thanasis Molokotos, executive vice president of
Assa Abloy and head of
the Americas division, the acquisition
of August Home will
strengthen the company’s residential product portfolio through
the addition of smart
locks, video doorbells
and solutions for home
delivery. He told Security Info Watch:
August is an entrepreneurial company
that is innovating in
the traditional lock
space by enhancing
access control through
software and service

experiences. It is a
strong complement to
our current focus.
In addition, Mr
Molokotos said August
Home is very synergistic with Assa Abloy’s
Yale brand.
August’s focus is primarily the DIY channel
with retrofit locks that
offer an exceptional
user and software
experience. Through
the Yale brand, Assa
Abloy’s focus is on
full replacement locks
that are connected
and served by the
professionally installed
channel.
Founded by Jason
Johnson and Yves
Behar, August Home
has developed three
generations of smart
door locks and two
generations of video
doorbells, placing
them among the
leaders in the smart
home industry when
it comes to technology,
partnerships and retail
sales. For example, the
company has entered

into recent partnerships with Amazon,
Apple, Google, Nest
and Airbnb.
This has helped to
make August Home,
which has seen lock
sales increase by 300%
year-over-year with
more than 260 million
lock operations and
500,000 users.
August raised USD25
million in July to help
fund its recent launch
of new, cheaper August
Smart Lock Pro locks
intended to make the
high-tech gadgets more
appealing to mainstream consumers.
When asked how
August Home will be

integrated into Assa
Abloy, Mr Molokotos
said that they will
“jointly evaluate” their
opportunities once
the acquisition closes,
which is expected to
occur during Q4.
We believe keeping
the August culture and
leadership intact after
acquisition is vital for
success for all involved
so we are excited Jason
Johnson will remain
and focus on implementing the vision.
Now in the arms
of a bigger company,
August will get more
direct help to sell its
products to the masses,
the tradeoff being that

it loses its independence as a more nimble
startup. The acquisition also highlights the
challenges consumer
hardware startups
face creating big-hit
products that result
in big enough sales to
help them compete
with much larger businesses.
The acquisition is
subject to regulatory
approval and customary closing conditions.
Financial terms of the
agreement were not
disclosed.
goo.gl/sEzHwt
https://goo.gl/tt3GCW

Apex Tools-owned
GearWrench has a
rebranding campaign.
The company sees its
new identity embodying the brand’s commitment to excellence
in manufacturing and
innovation. The rollout
involves every aspect
of the GearWrench
brand, including its
logo, tagline, colour
palette, typography,
and product design.

The new Gearwrench
logo, “Forge Ahead”
communicates the
brand’s approach
toward forward-thinking, according to the
company. Ray Smith,
vice-president – marketing, North American Hand Tools, said:
The GearWrench
brand has grown remarkably over the past
20 years. We’ve undertaken this comprehen-

sive new brand identity
program to reflect that
progress. This new
visual identity will help
communicate the high
quality of our products,
our customer-focused
culture, and our commitment to innovation.
The logo it replaces
has represented the
brand since it appeared
in 1996 when GearWrench introduced the
first professional grade

ratcheting combination wrench.
Looking forward,
the company plans to
continue expanding
its redesigned product

line. By the end of
2017, GearWrench said
it plans to have 4,100
different products
available for purchase.
https://goo.gl/cBBEfL

GearWrench unveils new brand identity
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Wesport, Ireland-based safety
clothing and protective
equipment maker Portwest has spent EUR10
million buying another
Australian company to
expand its presence in
this market.
Portwest said that
due to a non-disclosure
agreement, the name
of the Melbourne
business cannot be disclosed for the moment.
Six months ago the
firm acquired Australian company Prime
Mover Workwear in
a deal worth EUR7.5
million.
The second acquisition will more
than double the Irish
company’s turnover

in Australia and New
Zealand to between
EUR20 million and
EUR25 million, which
will represent about
a tenth of its overall
business. Brett Birkill,
chief executive of
Prime Mover, told the
Irish Times:
This acquisition now
follows on from the
original acquisition
six months ago. It
catapults it to the next
stage of growth.
Australia’s buoyant
construction industry made Portwest’s
additional investment
sensible, while pushing
further into this market would “help spread
the load” of mitigating risk from Brexit,

according Mr
Birkill.
Trading since
1904, the company is being
run by the third
generation of
the Hughes
family, led by
brothers Cathal,
Harry and Owen
Hughes. It has
2,100 employees
and sells its
products in 110
countries. CEO
Portwest has been growing at a rate of 30% a year and sells in 110
Harry Hughes
countries
said:
The company is
more important part of signs and innovations
working to a 5-year
future expansion. Our to drive this growth.
plan with a growth
sights are firmly fixed
https://goo.gl/ReyT8z
rate of 30% per year.
on our new markets of
Although all growth to US and Australia and
date has been organic, we have an outstandacquisitions will play a ing pipeline of new de-

Selleys sees UK opportunities
Selleys is working
with Anthem Worldwide (Australia) to help
break into DIY market
in the UK with the
latest revamp of its
brand and packaging,
tailoring it towards the
British consumer.
While Selleys is
relatively unknown in
UK and competing in
a category with many
established brands,
the extreme Australian weather conditions provides strong
credentials for Australian brands claiming
superior strength and
performance. However, with up to 40% of
consumers walking
away from shelves
empty-handed, under-

standing how customers navigate this
category was the focus
of Selleys’ launch. Ami
Heath, account director, Anthem Worldwide
(Australia) told Build.
com.au:
Entering such a category as an unknown
brand provides both
great challenges and
opportunities. While
brand awareness and
trust will always take
time to gain traction,
opportunities such as
this are rare – to be
able to reassess norms
and provide customers
with a fresh approach
to old category
problems. Targeting
both unconfident and
confident DIY-ers, we

really needed to use
design carefully to both
appeal to the new British consumer, as well
as respect 75 years of
Selleys’ proud heritage.
Creative director,
Marcel Wijnen added:
Addressing an age-old
category problem of
intolerable clutter, we
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took a bold new iconography-led approach to
differentiate from competitors who mostly led
with technology cues.
Paired with a strategic use of colour, the
new range significantly
simplifies the packaging hierarchy, greatly
improving range nav-

igation. This straightforward approach still
pays homage to Selleys’
no-fuss Aussie persona,
but allowed the brand
to also unify the range
and complement it
with a newly refreshed
Selleys brandmark.
https://goo.gl/D45jfD
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West Australian paving and
masonry company, Urbanstone
has been sold to Brickworks
for $13.5 million. Family-owned
Schaffer Corporation has
divested the last of its building
products assets with the sale of
Urbanstone to Brickworks.
The deal does not include
Urbanstone’s land and buildings
in WA, which will be occupied by
Brickworks under a long-term
lease with Schaffer Corp.
Schaffer executive chairman
John Schaffer said the sale
would allow the group to focus
on its automotive leather business, its Delta precast division
and its property investments.
Brickworks said Urbanstone
was a logical bolt-on acquisition for its masonry business,
providing additional scale and
diversifying its product range
and geographic exposure.
The sale is expected to gen-

erate an after-tax profit of $3.9
million for Schaffer, one of WA’s
oldest listed companies, having
joined the stock market as Calsil
in 1963.
Schaffer Corp made a net profit of $5.9 million last financial
year on revenue of $215 million,
including a break-even result
from its building materials division on sales of $38 million.
The bulk of its revenue is
derived from its automotive
leather business, which supplies manufacturers including
Nissan, Mercedes and Audi from
plants in Australia, Slovakia and
China.
Brickworks’ portfolio includes
Australia’s largest bricks producer Austral Bricks, Austral
Masonry, Bristile Roofing,
Austral Precast and Auswest
Timbers.
https://goo.gl/wZcpyD
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Mitre 10 NZ posts gain
in full-year profit
in this
update:
•start
Mitre
10 New
text
Zealand has seen
its profit increase
by NZD1.2
million
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• A Tradelink store
has opened in
Bundamba,
Queensland

Mitre 10 New Zealand posted a 38%
gain in full-year profit
after reining in some
expenses including
wages, helping to offset
some margin pressure
on seasonal products.
Profit was NZD4.4
million in the 12
months ended June 30
from NZD3.2 million a
year earlier, the Auckland-based company
said in a statement.
Revenue from the
sale of goods rose to
NZD818 million from
NZD767 million.
The hardware retail
co-operative, whose
shares are held by its
store-owning members, supplies goods
and services to the 81
outlets in the group.
Chief executive Neil
Cowie said:
We’re cautiously
optimistic. There’s been
some softening around
the edges through the
2017 election but people
will still be investing in
their homes and there
will still be homes being built. If you look at
construction, the new
coalition is looking like
investing in houses
and having a push on
infrastructure.
Mitre 10 Chairman
Martin Dippie also said
a number of external
and internal factors its

drove growth over the
past year.
Our members are continually investing in
their stores, upgrading,
expanding and finding
new ways to deliver the
best in-store experience
for our customers.
Complementing this
in-store growth is our
commitment to create
a complete online experience for our customers as well…
Reflecting this, Mitre
10’s online sales grew
48% compared to last
year, and the company
added another 7,000
SKUs (stock keeping
units) to its online
product range.
Mr Cowie said the
omnichannel approach
has strong appeal with
customers in both
the retail and trade

segments because
they can easily buy
online, and it offers the
freedom to get inspiration and advice and
compare products and
prices, 24/7.
Having done their
homework online, our
customers then have
the option to visit their
local Mitre 10 store and
take advantage of our
showrooms, range,
product knowledge
and advice. Our recent
kitchen showroom
rollout helped drive
a strong increase in
kitchen sales, compared to 2016, and we
are also rolling out our
new bathroom showrooms which we expect
will perform well.
Total stores fell by
one during the year
as a result of the
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earthquake-related
close of the Kaikoura
outlet. The aggregate
of Mitre 10 store sales
rose to NZD1.36 billion
in the latest year, from
NZD1.24 billion.
Cost of sales rose
to NZD747 million in
the latest year from
NZD692 million. Margins were squeezed
after a mild winter last
year, which saw the
chain forced to mark
down heating products. This year, Mitre 10
has faced a wet spring
season. Mr Cowie said:
It’s still early days so
hopefully there’s a bit
of pent-up demand.
Seasonal categories
can be under pressure.
But we’re picking that
it’s still going to be a
continues next page
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continued from prev. page

Mitre 10 NZ

strong year for our
business.
Mr Cowie said as
part of Mitre 10’s restructuring it moved
to paying member
rebates by installment rather than
at the end of each
year, which helped
its members manage
their cash flow and
reduced the financing
“bulge” it previously
faced.
Unlike rivals such
at Fletcher BuildTradelink’s Wade Young, Dean Walton and manager Shannon Ryan from the Bundamba store
ing’s Placemakers
A Tradelink store has ploys three local staff. to improve the homes
manager Tim Broxand ITM, the Mitre
opened in Bundamba
Manager Shannon
they already have, and ham said that the new 10 outlets rely less
(QLD), less than a kilo- Ryan from Springfield it’s always only going
store was another
on trade sales and
metre from the newly made the move from
to improve the value of example of how the
the split is currently
opened Bunnings.
assistant manager at
your property.
business was identi70% retail and 30%
Next door is a paint
the Underwood store
There is a definite
fying opportunities to
trade, Mr Cowie said.
store, over the road
to take the reins at the opportunity in this
continue improving
Mitre 10 stores are
is a bathroom design
Bundamba location,
area. We have three
their service offering to currently rolling out
store, a carpet store,
and loves the fact
paint stores within 500 the trade community
revamped bathroom
and just down the road that he is bringing
metres of each other
by positioning stores in departments having
is a Dulux paint store, his 15 years of expeand the Bunnings up
convenient locations.
spruced up its kitchplus work is nearing
rience to those who
the road has helped…
We know that plumb- ens departments in
completion on a new
live and work in his
it’s a hub for tradies
ers prefer not to travel
a move that led to a
Taubmans store. It is
own town. He told the and people with the
more than 15 minutes
30% increase in kitchnow a highly concenQueensland Times:
renovation bug.
from a job to get parts, en sales, he said.
trated area for those
I think people are
This is the seventh
so no matter where our
Our trade strategy
keen to do some home renovating more than store Tradelink has
customers are working, is to not just to sell
renovations.
ever. They are improv- opened across Austra- we want to make sure
concrete and Pink
Tradelink has added ing what they have.
lia this year, and plans that there is a TradeBatts – we’re happy
to its 220 branch netInstead of buying
are under way for
link branch nearby.
to sell them (buildwork with this location brand new homes
another 13.
https://goo.gl/VZers) the kitchens and
which currently empeople are choosing
Tradelink’s general
6dUS
bathrooms as well.
https://goo.gl/
sPu7XU
https://goo.gl/
ZNkzc4
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DIGiTAL
167,000

43,000

72,000

75,000

Digital is like the Ocean: it connects to everything.
What makes HI News unique is that we know what our readers like. We know,
because we analyse the downloads every week.
That’s also why we can guarantee our advertisers the sort of audience they
need. We can put an exact number on engagement.
And, because our costs are so much lower, so are our ad prices. As low as just
20% of equivalent print prices.
Come on in. The surf’s fine.

HNN. The home improvement industry digital experts.
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tech/security
Natbuild builds case
against IHG
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• Two documents
have emerged
providing more
details about
Natbuild’s allegations as regards
IHG
• In a Judgement
by Justice
O’Callaghan,
Natbuild was
granted leave to
add additional
respondents, and
to access further
forensic data
evidence

• In a Revised
Statement of
Claim, Natbuild
laid out further
allegations as
regards IHG’s
retrieval and
distribution of
material Natbuild
alleges IHG employees accessed

More details have emerged regarding the accusations made by National Building Suppliers
(Natbuild) against a number of hardware-related subsidiaries of Metcash, as well as some of
its individual employees. This information is
provided by two sources: a judgement brought
down on 26 October 2017, and by documents
filed by Natbuild with the Federal Court of Australia, mainly an Amended Statement of Claim.
The Federal Court has also set out a timetable
of actions, including attempted resolution of
the dispute through arbitration, and dates for a
court hearing, should that remain necessary.
HNN would like to remind our readers that
the action brought by Natbuild remains before
the courts. In situations such as this, events are
often nuanced and complex, and HNN makes no
assertions as to the validity of any accusations
whatsoever. However, as these events are affecting many of our readers — retailers, suppliers
and buying groups — on a daily basis, we do feel
compelled to provide as much information as
we can on this matter.
We would further remind our readers that
we in Australia have a very good court system,
particularly in the Federal Court, and that we
can all have every confidence in their eventual
judgements. This has been further reinforced
by the Court’s swift action as regards this
matter.

New respondents
This case has grown to include additional
respondents, and HNN wishes to continue to
not reference the actual names of the people
involved. To facilitate the ongoing description,
we’ve adopted codes for each of the individual
respondents. These are as follows:
A1 Access one: person alleged to have made
initial access of Natbuild website.
M1 Manager one: person alleged to be closely
associated with A1 in access, and alleged to
be involved in distribution of materials. This
person is in a managerial relationship to A1.

R1 Alleged information recipient, involved in
timber.
R2 Alleged information recipient, involved in
hardware.
R3 Alleged information recipient, involved in
building supplies.
R4 Alleged information recipient, involved in
tools.
M2 Alleged information recipient, manager.
M3 Senior manager at IHG.
In what follows, wherever the name of one of
these individuals appears in the original texts,
HNN has substituted the code reference.

Judgement
In a Judgement provided by Justice O’Callaghan on 26 October 2017 the three main matters were considered: the addition of further
respondents, notably Metcash employees who
had allegedly been given access to Natbuild documents; a request that these new respondents
provide affidavits describing their access (if
any) to the information; and orders that further
forensic evidence be gathered and turned over
to Natbuild.

Adding respondents
Adding further individuals as respondents
was opposed by Senior Counsel representing
the Metcash employees (this relates to R1, R2, R3,
R4 and M2). The source of these names was said
to be affidavits provided by A1 and M3.
It was argued that these individuals should
not be joined as respondents. Quoting from the
judgement documents:
Senior counsel for the proposed individual
respondents submitted that, unlike [A1] (the second respondent) and [M2] (whom it was agreed
should be joined as a respondent), no allegation
is made against the proposed individual respondents that they improperly or illegitimately
accessed the applicant’s database. He submitted
that the proposed individual respondents are
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“innocent recipients” of the various documents
referred to in the amended statement of claim.
This argument was rejected by Justice O’Callaghan, who stated:
In my opinion, the applicant has, at the
very least, pleaded a case against each of the
proposed individual respondents of the type
described by senior counsel for the applicant.
The Court was taken to one example of a confidential document that it is alleged was shown
by [M1] to [R2], one of the proposed individual respondents. Having viewed the document, which
includes references to a trading agreement of
the applicant, “member deals” and a claim by
the applicant to copyright in the document, it is,
at the very least, arguable that [R2] must have
known, and/or did know, that the document was
confidential, that the information in it belonged
to the applicant and that he had no permission
from the applicant to use or disclose it.
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Affidavits
However, Justice O’Callaghan did reject the
request that these new respondents should be
required to provide affidavits relating to their
use of the information they were provided. He
responded in part:
I am not persuaded that there is any particular need for an order that each of the proposed
individual respondents make and serve an affidavit setting out, to the best of their ability and
knowledge, all dealings with, and use of, the confidential materials. For the time being at least,
in my view, it would not be reasonable to impose
this burden on the proposed individual respondents. Unless and until it can be demonstrated
otherwise, it is sufficient that the existing
corporate respondents, having consulted with
the proposed individual respondents, disclose
the nature and extent of their dealings with the
confidential materials, if any, either through the
accountants retained or by [M3] and/or others.

in effect, be given the information that ought
to have been “forthwith” disclosed. Even allowing for the intervention of the Victorian public
holiday associated with the Australian Football
League Grand Final, a factor upon which senior
counsel for the existing corporate respondents
sought to rely for part of the delay, no good
explanation was given for the delay.
In addition to the backups of those shared
drives, the orders also referred to the following
materials:
Any backup of the email accounts of [A1], [M1],
[R2] and [R2] identified in para 64(b)(ii) of the[M3]
Affidavit which existed on or about 28 September 2017.
The [A1] laptop, the meeting room computer,
the [M1] laptop, the [M1] phone, the [R2] laptop,
the [R2] phone, the [R3] laptop, the [R3] phone,
and the [M2] phone.
All email activity (including retainable deleted
items) for the email accounts of [A1], [M1], [R2]
and [R3]
Finally, in the orders that originated from the
judgement, there was this additional request:
[A1] is, pursuant to the orders made by the
Court on 28 September 2017 and 5 October 2017,
to forthwith deliver up to the applicant’s independent engaged computer experts the two USB
devices identified in the email from [his/her] solicitors dated 24 October 2017 and the letter from
[his/her] solicitors dated 26 October 2017.

Amended Statement of Claim

The following is a summary of the details
of the Amended Statement of Claim lodged
by Natbuild with the Victoria Registry of the
Federal Court of Australia on 19 October 2017 at
4:23pm. The summary alters the original document in the following ways:
• As noted above, the names of all Respondents
have been removed, anonymous codes inserted in their stead, and gender made neutral;
• We have clarified (repeatedly) that this mateForensic materials
rial deals only with allegations, and we have
no opinion on the probability that any claims
In some ways this is the most interesting of
will eventually be proven or disproven;
the orders made by Justice O’Callaghan. The
• We have compiled like statements with like
first issue was whether the respondents should
to aid interpretation;
supply backup copies of two shared drives. He
• The information is presented on a dated
responded in part:
basis;
The existing corporate respondents did not
• Language deemed to be censurious has been
timely comply with the order made by Tracey J
removed to increase clarity; and
on 28 September 2017 and there is no good rea• Some detail has been omitted for the sake of
son demonstrated why the applicant should not,
improving clarity for the reader.
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Part 1: Information access

Tuesday, 26 September 2017

All of the actions detailed in this section are
those alleged by Natbuild to have occurred.

11:00

Friday, 22 September 2017
Allegedly A1 informs M1 he has access to
TradeNET, by using login details of a Natbuild
member.

11:30 to 11:50
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Allegedly:
• A1 logs in, “acting in concert with [M1] or at
[M1]’s explicit or implied direction”.
• A1 downloads four confidential Trading Partner Agreements (TPAs) between Natbuild
and suppliers.
• An attempt is made to download another
TPA, but access is denied.
• A number of additional confidential files are
downloaded.
• Information about promotions and supplier
terms is viewed.
• A catalogue search for cladding is made.

11:55 to 15:00

Allegedly:
• A1 logs in again, “acting in concert with [M1]
or at [M1]’s explicit or implied direction”.
• Thirty-four confidential TPAs between Natbuild and its suppliers are accessed. This includes a Confidential TPA between Natbuild
and Corinthian Doors dated 14 August 2017.
• Forty-two other files containing confidential
and commercially sensitive information
relating to the business of Natbuild and Natbuild members were downloaded.

Allegedly:
• A1 tries to log in again, “acting in concert with
[M1] or at [M1]’s explicit or implied direction”.
• A1 makes four attempts with two different
passwords, but all fail.

Natbuild/Corinthian
Monday 25 September 2017
Before 14:55

Allegedly, “acting at [M1’]s explicit or implied
direction”, A1 had a conversation with Jim Allen
of Corinthian Doors, in which A1 made reference to the exact price discount recorded in the
Corinthian Doors TPA.

15:25

Natbuild revokes the personal login details
and password of a Natbuild member, allegedly
locking out A1 from further access.

Part II: Distribution
All of the actions detailed in this section are
those alleged by Natbuild to have occurred.

Tuesday 26 September 2017

Allegedly:
• A1 printed hardcopies of several confidential
TPAs between Natbuild and its suppliers and
placed them on the desk of M1.
• On arriving at his/her desk, M1 found and
read those documents, and used a highlighter
Monday, 25 September 2017
pen to mark parts of particular interest.
• A1 sent an email to M1 attaching a copy of the
13:30 to 15:30
minutes of a Natbuild internal merchandise
Allegedly:
meeting, which M1 read.
• A1 logs in again, “acting in concert with [M1]
• M1 accessed and viewed a confidential price
or at [M1]’s explicit or implied direction”.
file for one of Natbuild’s suppliers which had
• A1 views eight confidential TPAs between
been accessed by A1 from Natbuild’s TradeNNatbuild and its suppliers, including the
ET and saved onto a hard-drive.
confidential TPA between Natbuild and
• M1 printed off one page of that confidential
Corinthian Doors dated 14 August 2017 (the
price file, showed that printed page to R1,
Corinthian Doors TPA).
who reviewed that page and then returned it
• A1 attempts to view two further Confidential
to M1.
TPAs between Natbuild and two other sup• M1 provided R2 with three or four printed
pliers, to which access was denied.
pages that contained information confi• A1 downloads five other files containing condential to Natbuild relating to a trading
fidential and commercially sensitive informaagreement between Natbuild and one of its
tion relating to the business of Natbuild and
suppliers.
Natbuild Members.
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• R2 read the contents of the documents, and
retained them.
• M1 accessed and viewed a confidential price
file for one of Natbuild’s suppliers which had
been accessed by A1 from Natbuild’s
TradeNET.
• M1 sent an email to R2, attaching a copy of
that confidential price file, which R2 retained.
• M1 accessed and viewed a Confidential TPA
between Natbuild and one of its suppliers
which had been accessed by A1 and sent an
email to R3 attaching a copy of that confidential TPA.
• R3 opened and viewed that confidential TPA,
and saved it, as well as saving the email.

Wednesday 27 September 2017
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Allegedly:
• M1 accessed and printed a number of pages
relating to a confidential TPA between Natbuild and one of its suppliers which had been
accessed by A1 from Natbuild’s TradeNET.
• M1 provided those documents to R4. R4
viewed those documents and left them on an
office desk.

Legal Orders
On 28 September 2017, Justice Tracey made
orders (the 28 September Orders), paragraph 3
of which provided that:
Until 4:00pm on the next hearing date of this
matter, the Respondents be restrained, whether
by themselves, or by their servants or agents
or otherwise, from accessing, viewing, downloading, disseminating or otherwise using the
Natbuild Materials (as defined in the Statement
of Claim).
On the evening of Thursday 28 September
2017, Natbuild’s solicitors sent emails to A1 and
to Mark Laidlaw, in his capacity as a director
and chief executive officer of Mitre 10, HTH
and Danks, which attached a copy of the 28
September Orders, the Originating Application,
the Statement of Claim and Natbuild’s affidavits
and submissions filed to date.
On 29 September 2017, personal service of the
28 September Orders, the Originating Application, the Statement of Claim and Natbuild’s
affidavits and submissions filed to date was
effected on each of Mitre 10, HTH and Danks.

Part III: Retrieval
All of the actions detailed in this section are
those alleged by Natbuild to have occurred.

Monday 2 October 2017
Allegedly:
• At M1’s request R2 returned the documents
containing information confidential to
Natbuild relating to a trading agreement
between Natbuild and one of its suppliers.
• M1 asked M2 to return to him a copy of the
Confidential TPA provided by M1 to R4.
• M2 contacted R4 (who was on annual leave)
and R4 informed M2 that the document was
on R4’s desk.
• M2 viewed that document, then used a
personal smartphone to take a photograph of
each page of that document.
• M2 returned the document to M1.

Court Timetable
• 3 November 2017: Further Amended Statement of Claim to
be filed and served
• 27 November 2017: Respondents to file and serve Defences
• 4 December 2017: Applicant to file and serve any Replies to
the Defences of the respondents
• 4 December 2017 to 22 December 2017: Proceeding referred to
private mediation
• 9 Februrary 2018: Applicant to file and serve its evidence in
chief. Case management hearing.
• 9 March 2018: Respondents to file and server their evidence
in answer
• 23 March 2018 Applicant to file and serve its evidence in
reply. Parties to exchange affidavits.
• 30 March 2018: Court book to be filed and served by applicant, detailing material to be used in court
• 4 April 2018: Effort to resolve objections
• 6 April 2018: Both parties to file revised list of objections to
affidavits
• 11 April 2018: Applicant to file and serve opening statement
• 13 April 2018: Respondents to file and serve opening statements
• 16 April 2018: Proceeding listed for hearing commencing at
10:15am, with trial estimate of eight to ten days
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Part IV: Further contact
All of the actions detailed in this section are those
alleged by Natbuild to have occurred.

Monday 16 October 2017
Allegedly, M1 had a telephone conversation with
Mr Allen of Corinthian Doors, in which M1 stated to
Mr Allen words to the effect that Mitre 10 wanted to
recommence negotiations with Corinthian Doors,
and that Mitre 10 expected Corinthian Doors to
agree to give Mitre 10 the same price discount that
Corinthian Doors agreed with Natbuild.

Analysis
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First of all, reading the timeline of alleged access by
people who work at IHG of the Natbuild site, from
the time that Corinthian Doors received a suspicious
call from until Natbuild revoked the login allegedly
used by them, about 30 minutes elapsed. Frankly,
wow, that really is a good tech team at Natbuild, and
very swift action by management.
We would like to note, though it is already evident,
that including additional IHG employees as respondents has little bearing on the final allocation of
responsibility in this case. Their inclusion is perhaps
best taken as being an indication that they have not
been definitively excluded from responsibility.
We are sure many in the industry feel a degree of
sympathy for an employee sent a confidential document by a manager. The prospect of having to then
report that manager to more senior management is
difficult to contemplate, especially if the recipient
is not 100% sure that the document in question has
been obtained through actions that may be ethically
dubious.
Of ongoing interest is the question of what sorts
of future developments we can expect from the
Natbuild/Mitre 10 legal action. Natbuild has secured
access to a very broad range of data. Justice O’Callaghan has noted that IHG has not been especially
swift in complying with some Court orders around
providing access to some parts of this material.
In particular, it is going to be interesting to see
what content surfaces from the log of emails. Will
the email trail lead higher into the IHG and even
Metcash hierarchy? Was the issue of compliance
with court orders discussed?
It seems quite likely that the allegations in this
case will continue to develop. It’s something HNN
will monitor closely.
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full-year results
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•Text
Oldfields has broken away from
wholesale sales
direct to IHG
• While scaffolding
rental sales have
grown, Oldfields’
consumer products business has
had declining
revenues
• Oldfields is
releasing a new
line of top-end
brushes
• As part of this,
Oldfields has
launched new
marketing

Over the past five years a familiar pattern has
emerged for smaller Australian manufacturing
companies in the hardware sector. Typically,
these are companies that have tried to maintain
a majority Australian-manufactured product,
and have found that this has not worked out.
Inevitably their competitors sort out the quality and communication problems with overseas
(mostly China-based) manufacturing, and are
able to offer better value products, which then
impacts on marketshare.
After witnessing a dip in their revenues, these
companies make the move to overseas manufacturing, either completely, or on a hybrid basis,
with some Australian operations maintained.
One of the more successful companies to
go down this route is GWA Group, the South
Australian-based manufacturer of sanitaryware and tapware. Nearly three years ago the
company changed direction, divesting itself
of divisions such as hot water heaters, moving
most of its manufacturing
overseas, and reducing
its Australian manufacturing operations. It then
revitalised innovation at
well-known brands such as
its Caroma sanitaryware,
Category
and began taking these
products to market in a
Sales revenue
more effective manner.

The company had a major contract with the
now defunct Masters Home Improvement. As
the company states in its annual report for
FY 2016/17, that contract only provided sales
for July and August of 2016, as Masters ceased
resupply in September as it began a lengthy
process of stock liquidation. Needless to say,
this left something of a gap in Oldfields’ sales
forecast.
The second factor, which doesn’t really apply
to the reporting period, but is important for the
company’s future, is that it decided in late 2017
not to pursue a contract with the Independent
Hardware Group (IHG) for distribution. According to the Oldfields 2017 Annual Report:
In the latter half of the year Oldfields completed negotiations with Mitre 10. These negotiations resulted in the termination of the prohibitive trading terms for sales through the Mitre
10 warehouse system. Commencing in the new
financial year, Oldfields will distribute direct to

Oldfields FY 2016/17

Oldfields moves up
Oldfields is one of the latest Australian companies
to travel down this same
path — though in its case,
as we say these days, “it’s
complicated”. That complication comes from two
areas, which both have to
do with how what it terms
its “consumer products”
are distributed.

2016/
2017

2015/
2016

Change

26.721

28.420

Profit before tax

0.627

-0.370

Net profit

0.312

-0.722

Consumer products
EBITDA

-0.966

-0.685

-41.02%

Scaffolding EBITDA

2.850

2.512

13.46%

AUD millions
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Comparing the company’s two segments directly, consumer products sales came in at $7.722
million, a fall of 24.5% over the pcp. Earnings
before interest, taxation, depreciations and amortisation (EBITDA) for this segment recorded a
loss of $0.966 million, an increase in loss of over
40% on the pcp.
In contrast, scaffolding revenue was $19.13 million, up by 4.3% on the pcp. Scaffolding EBITDA
also rose, by 13.5% over the pcp, coming in at
$2.85 million.
Chart 1 shows the steady increase in revenue from scaffolding rentals, and the decline
of sales. The scaffolding market in Australia
is — to say the least — peculiar, with unexpected constraints in certain regional markets.
Nonetheless, it is an area where Oldfields has
operated for some time, and the underlying increase in construction in Australia — especially
multi-storey — has boosted the overall market.
In the consumer products markets, Oldfields
Results
faces considerable competition from a range of
painting tools and accessories manufacturers.
The results for Oldfields follow a pattern that As far as its Treco range of sheds, aside from the
is familiar in companies undergoing this kind
extra costs associated with having its producof restructuring. For the current reporting
tion base in Australia, new competitors have
period, FY2016/17, the company is showing a
emerged over the past two years. In particular,
net profit of $0.312 million. Results for the pcp
Globel Industries sells sheds that are produced
were marked by some writedowns, in particular in China and have what some regard as a
$0.341 million for “impairment of property, plant marked similarity to those produced by Oldand equipment”, with the year producing a net fields. The company has moved to counter these
loss of $0.722 million.
competitive forces in 2017 by starting to offer
Overall sales were $26.721 million, down by
the sheds for sale directly online.
6.0% on the sales for the previous corresponding period (pcp), which was FY2015/16.
The real story, however, can be seen in numbers such as the company’s administrative
costs, which went from $2.735 million in the
pcp, to $2.171 million in the current period, a
savings of $0.564 million, or 20.6%. Marketing
expenses were also reduced, coming in at $0.307
million, down by 22.1% on the pcp. These are
very respectable operational efficiency gains for
any company, but especially for a smaller listed
company such as Oldfields.
Mitre 10 store owners that establish individual
accounts. Whilst sales to the Mitre 10 network
will initially be lower, all sales will now be profitable and should reduce the loss currently being
incurred by the consumer division.
The Group is further developing its strategy to
operate in multiple channels to market in order
to reduce or eliminate excess costs within the
value chain.
This is a fairly big step for the company to
take, as it now faces the task of developing new
channels to market. It is ramping up distribution to retailers in buying groups such as
Hardware & Building Traders (HBT), as well
as trade-oriented retailers who sell directly to
professional painters. Fortunately, however, it
has laid a solid groundwork for this new distribution through both better operational efficiencies and new product lines which seem a good
match for the current market conditions.
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Markets
In terms of what has been shaping the company, Chart 1 shows some of the underlying numbers. While pure sales of products, including
painting equipment and sheds, have continued
to decline, revenue from the installation and
rental of scaffolding has continued to grow.
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Chart 1. Oldfields
revenue from sales compared to revenue from
rentals/installations.
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Oldfields’ advertising for the launch of its three new ranges,
and its Pro Series paintbrushes.

Outlook
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There are three stages companies transitioning to
overseas production typically go through: consolidation of operations, either through divestment
of non-core activities, and/or reorganisation and
reduction of administrative and other costs, as they
cut staffing; development of new and innovative
products to better suit a changing market, which are
then manufactured overseas; and the marketing of
those products, as they seek to both emphasise the
long-established advantages of their brand, while
also building on its new capabilities.
Oldfields is about to embark on the third part of its
transformation process. With costs clearly in hand,
the company has developed new ranges of products,
including brushes. It is currently developing new
channels to market, and further enhancing its brand
image.
The key to these developments is its ongoing work
in product innovation. Oldfields is, in particular,
making a strong push into the painting brush market. Its approach has two parts to it.
The broader part of this approach is to present
an overall simplified range of brushes. These break
down into three areas: The “Classic” brush aimed at
DIYers; the “Tradesman” brush aimed at tradies for
whom painting is a part of their work; and the “Pro”
brush for professional painters.
All three of these brushes have been improved
over previous Oldfields brushes. The Classic comes
in a total of 12 varieties, with six sizes of wall brush
running from 25mm to 88mm, and two sized each of
sash cutter, angle sash, and oval cutter. These brushes are made from 100% PET filament (polyester).
Oldfields states that the pulling force on the brush
has increased from 325g to 715g, paint load increased
from 26g to 31g, and paint release increased from 15%
to 32%.
The Tradesman brush range comes in a total of 12
varieties, including five wall brushes ranging in size
from 38mm to 88mm, three sash cutters from 50mm
to 75mm, two angle sash brushes, and two oval cutter
brushes. The brushes are made from 70% PBT and
30% PET, providing a different brush feel from the
Classic. Oldfields claims the pulling force has been
increased from 518g to 546g, the paint load increased
from 20g to 30g, and paint release from 30% to 37%.

The Pro brush
It is the third brush type, the Pro Series, that really
reveals the second direction in which Oldfields is
heading. While the other two ranges continue many
of the company’s past efforts, with improvements,
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Top to bottom: HNN publisher Betty Tanddo tries out
Oldfields’ innovative painting display; a hangrack of the
new Pro Series brushes; and a Pro Series wall poster.
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the Pro indicates a more defined and genuinely
new direction. Oldfields has spent a good deal
of time and expertise coming up with what it
considers to be an “ultimate” brush. It has developed its own filament material, which it calls
E4 Mark II, which it claims has a number of significant advantages, including “maximum paint
hold and release” and “continuous solid coverage”. There are four sizes of wall brush that are
square cut, but the rest of the range — three
sizes of wall brush, three sizes of sash cutter
and two angle cutters — are all oval shaped.
Very clearly what Oldfields is doing (in part)
with this market move is supplying a range
of independent stores — both hardware and
paint specialists — with brushes that will at
least equal if not exceed the quality of brushes
supplied by Austbrush’s Monarch brand (among
others). This is a very clever move, as it provides
a strong, non-Bunnings brand, and a point of
clear difference for small suppliers.
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Marketing
As part of this push into new product lines, it
has become more important than ever before
that Oldfields engages with marketing on two
levels, both direct to the actual users of the
product, and to the retailers who will be selling
to those users.
Certainly the initial efforts the company has
made show true promise. HNN attended an
event held in Melbourne to help launch the
new ranges of paint brushes (another event
was held in Sydney). It was a smaller mid-sized
event, which gave a select group of retailers and
some end-users the chance to get to grips with
the new range. There were sample packs of the
brushes, and also an opportunity to try them
out by using the painting station (complete
with smocks) that Oldfields supplied.
It’s an intelligent way to begin the marketing
push, and it brings Oldfields staff into direct
contact with elements of the market, and gives
them a chance to get direct feedback on the
brushes themselves, but also on how the audience responds to the marketing effort.
In terms of the marketing, Oldfields is faced
with a familiar dilemma. On one hand with an
over 100 year history in Australia, the company
wants to stress the strength of its heritage. On
the other side, the new paint brushes are the
result of considerable modern technology being
brought to bear.
Combining those two messages is difficult,
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Top to bottom: HNN publisher Betty Tanddo with Oldfields CEO Richard Abela; and Ms Tanddo with Grahame
Pond, national sales manager
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and Oldfields is still experimenting with this.
However, there are good signs in terms of
marketing collateral such as brochures and
advertisements, that the company is well on its
way to developing a brand identity suited to the
current market.

Analysis
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In the somewhat hard cold world of stockmarkets it’s to be expected that companies will be
judged purely on the basis of numerical performance. However, it does seem to HNN that
there should be room in the hardware industry
itself to consider other elements of a company.
Companies like Oldfields (and GWA Group)
really did spend time, money and effort trying
to retain their Australian workforces, and only
gave up when it became evident this would not
succeed. That they have managed to reorganise,
and to build on their major strengths — product design, servicing of clients, and marketing
— is something that really does deserve to be
acknowledged.
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Amazon comes to town
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A joke, popular in the 1960s, tells of an alien
spacecraft that arrives above Earth. After
several months of the giant craft hovering
over New York City, Earth scientists work
out a way to communicate with the aliens.
But what question should the aliens first be
asked? After a month of polling, referendums,
newspaper editorials and debate, a single
question suitable for this “First Contact” is
established. In a small room beneath the
huge dish antenna aimed at the alien craft, a
white-coated scientist finally pecked at a keyboard, typing in the query “Coke, or Pepsi?”
The point is, of course, that whenever a
culture encounters anything essentially a
little alien to it, the first instinct is to interpret
whatever it is in terms of how it will affect
that culture. This is only natural, but it does
leave to one side an equally important question: how will this new thing itself regard the
culture with which it is set to interact?
hnn.bz

At first considered to be
a joke, or even a distraction from low earnings
numbers, Amazon’s
Prime Air delivery drone
is a reality which the
company continues to
pursue. Capable of delivering a payload of up to
2.25kg, the drones have
already been trialled in
the UK for people living
near its Cambridge
warehouse in December
2016.
Eventually the drones
are seen as providing a
key element of Amazon’s
same day delivery
service.

That has certainly been the case as regards the US online
(mostly) retailer Amazon, which is set to establish a physical,
warehouse-based presence in the Australian market, possibly
near the end of November 2017 (though this may be limited
at first). While there have been numerous commentaries
published on how Amazon might affect Australian retailers
and consumers, there has been much less written about how
Amazon sees itself and views its coming interaction with the
Australian consumer market.
Also, much of what has been written has often varied between raw speculation and conclusions based on apparently
either non-existent or very poor research. In particular, we’ve
seen this lack of rigour in what has been reported of discussion at some forums specifically related to retail.
Amazon was, apparently, much discussed at The Australian Financial Review Retail Summit held in Sydney in early
November 2017. Relying on reports on this event from the
Australian Financial Review (AFR), we can roll through some
of the objections raised as to why Amazon will somehow
falter when it enters Australia.
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Australia is like Canada, Amazon did not do well in Canada (initially), so Amazon will not do well in Australia
An interesting thesis that seems a bit thin when you look
at the actual facts.
Looking back to calendar 2015 (when the comparison was
still a little relevant, as Amazon has increased Canadian sales
over the past two years), Canada had an estimated USD24
billion in online sales, while Australia (using Roy Morgan
figures) had USD29.5 billion in online sales.
That said, population density is similar, with Canada’s
overall average four people per square kilometre, and Australia’s three people per square kilometre. The population of
the three largest cities is also similar: Toronto has 5.9 million,
Sydney 5.0 million; Montreal has 4.1 million, Melbourne 4.7
million; and Vancouver has 2.5 million, matching closely to
Brisbane at 2.4 million.
However, when you consider that Canada’s population is
50% higher than Australia’s, it’s evident Australia has a far
higher degree of urban concentration. You can add to this
that the distance between Vancouver and Montreal is around
4500km, and the distance from Brisbane to Melbourne is
around 1600km. The spread of that arc is obviously going to
affect logistics.
Additionally, Australia has a higher GDP per capita than
Canada, and a lower unemployment rate as well.
So, Australia has much higher per-capita online sales, higher earnings per capita, more relative employment, and higher
relative urban concentration, with its three major cities in an
arc about 40% the size of the comparable arc in Canada. Roy
Morgan figures indicate online sales for Australia in 2017 are
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Amazon comes to town
• Australian retailers are reacting
to Amazon with generally poor
analysis.
• Statements that Amazon will
not do well in Australia because
it is like Canada are poorlyfounded.
• Likewise, speculation that
unions will disrupt Amazon’s
entry are both true and false:
they may disrupt Amazon, but
this is a familiar situation for
the company.
• Amazon, which will be pumping money into construction
and jobs in non-urban areas,
is unlikely to face that much
resistance from Federal or State
governments.
• Analyst estimates put Amazon’s
market share at around 2%
within four years; it’s possible it
will be closer to 2.5% due to the
poor preparedness of much of
the retail sector.
• While the hardware category
will not suffer the most from
market loss, it is likely it will
affect earnings at Bunnings.

10% higher than they were in 2015. It is difficult to see how
one could compare the environment Amazon encountered in
Canada three or four years ago, to the environment in Australia today.
This is a conclusion that is not limited to HNN’s analysis.
Respected investment analyst Craig Woolford of Citibank has
reached a similar conclusion:
Despite differences in economic development, we see five
common elements across Amazon’s international markets:
high internet penetration and share of retail sales in e-commerce channels; modern IT and telecommunications infrastructure; strong logistics infrastructure; high income per capita; and experience selling products in the targeted market.
Whatever retailers may be saying to each other publicly,
it’s apparent that those supporting the “Australia is Canada”
argument do not seem to have provided much in the way of
supporting facts.
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Finally, while Amazon did start slowly in Canada, its
impact is now being felt. To quote from one Canadian news
source commenting on the influence of the US online retailer:
Old-guard retailers are furiously transforming their business
models in an attempt to compete against the Seattle-based
online giant, while analysts and investors are scouring quarterly sales figures, wondering if any retailers will be immune to
Amazon’s corrosive impact on sales and profits.

Table 1. Respected analyst Grant Saligari
of Credit Suisse has written a well-researched and informative forecast on the
effects of Amazon’s entry into the Australian marketplace. The full text of this can
be downloaded from: goo.gl/WMqd4f
Table shows a ranking devised by Credit
Suisse that indicates vulernability to Amazon. The scale is 1 to 5, with 1 indicating
low vulnerability, and 5 indicating high
vulnerability. Cumulative scores are out
of 25.

goo.gl/26DvAX

Amazon doesn’t know what it faces when it comes to
dealing with unions in Australia
The AFR reported that it was suggested Amazon might not
be aware that it would be dealing with Australia’s Transport
Workers Union, and that, as one participant put it, “this could
be fairly exciting for them.”
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It is worth noting that Amazon througout much of its
20-year history has had dealings with the US International
Brotherhood of Teamsters union. This is one of the largest
unions in the world, and the 11th largest US political campaign contributor.
Recently, Amazon has had a dispute with the Teamsters
over the working conditions of the contracted pilots flying
Amazon-owned Boeing 767s. A typical engagement would be
the 2016 dispute in Los Angeles California (goo.gl/gsBLy6).
Further, the person whom Amazon has appointed country
manager for Amazon Australia, Rocco Braeuniger, was formerly with the company’s German operations, and has dealt
extensively with unions there. German unions are certainly
regarded as some of the more communicative and collaborative in the world, but they are also, politically and in the
workplace, some of the most powerful.
It’s also worth noting that the person backing him up,
Fabio Bertola, who is head of Amazon Marketplace for Amazon Australia, worked at Amazon in Italy for a year, and has
three years of in-country Australia experience working for
the Winning Group, which runs Appliances Online, as well as
other websites.
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In line with the above comment, HNN has also seen some
comparisons of warehouse labour costs in the US being
substantially lower than in Australia. Some of these report
wages of USD9.00 an hour. Glassdoor, a service which helps
rank US employers for jobseekers, estimates Amazon pays an
average USD12.00 an hour. According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the mean hourly wage is for this type of work
(classification code 43-5071) is USD15.94, while the median is
USD14.99 (goo.gl/G3EJ9X). It is likely, however, that Amazon
pays in the lower 25% percentile, where the wage averages
out to USD12.11.
According to salary comparison site indeed.com, the Australian average for work of this type is $25.02 an hour, which
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Amazon has leased a fleet of 32 aircraft,
consisting of some Boeing767-200s
converted to freight, and mostly Boeing
767-300F purpose-built freighters.
Amazon’s move into air freight came
as a counter to changing practices at
airfreight companies such as UPS and
Federal Express, which began charging
more on the basis of cargo volume than
weight. The Amazon fleet concentrates on
carrying low-weight, high-volume itens.
The Boeing 767-300F aircraft does have
extended range, but not enough to
reach Australia. Amazon is much more
likely to buy freight space on existing
airfreight services. Should it expand into
this area (due to similar charge basis
concerns), the company would be more
likely to use Boeing 777 aircraft. These
aircraft would make it from Los Angeles
to Melbourne if they carried around 78%
of their lift capacity. The 777 freighter has
the additional advantage of fitting the
same cargo containers as the 747, easing
logistics (the 767 is narrower).

equates to USD19.20 or so. However, it is notable that employers such as Harvey Norman are listed by indeed.com as
paying around $20.44 an hour (goo.gl/noieG8). It would not be
surprising to see Amazon secure a similar rate in its employment contracts, which would bring its hourly wage cost down
to USD15.64 per hour, an increase of 30% on its US wages.
Offsetting that is the fact that the warehouse facilities that
Amazon builds in Australia will be, in its second round of expansion, as fully automated as any that Amazon owns, which
will radically reduce the number of workers being utilised,
and likely result in a wage for productivity result around
8% to 12% higher than that of the US. If you add in a further
decline in the AUD to USD exchange rate, likely by a further
5% during 2018, it is difficult to see how fullfilment costs will
be such an overwhelming issue.

Amazon will abuse its global market power to run at a
loss for several years, and the Australian Government
will step in to prevent “dumping”.
According to a report in the AFR, the head of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), Rod
Sims, said:
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In terms of misuse of market power, if you open a store in a
new town and you set a common price point, you are going
to lose money initially if you don’t have scale. Eventually if you
get your business plan right you will make money at that price
point, that is in no way illegal.... It is not illegal if Wesfarmers
do it with a Coles supermarket in a new town and it is not illegal if Amazon comes in and sets a price point
that only makes money at a certain scale.

That would seem to scotch rumours of
intervention by the ACCC, for the first three
years or so, at least. But what about elsewhere in the Government? While everyone
from small business ombudsman Kate
Carnell to small business minister Michael
McCormack have made the expected statements about looking over Amazon’s shoulder, it seems unlikely that anything other
than minor discussions would be held.
It is worth thinking about the reasons
why Amazon will likely be running at something of a loss initially. It’s not just price and
margin, it’s also considerable investment in
infrastructure, estimated at $700 million.
That will no doubt include the construction
of custom warehouse facilities, most likely
in regional or exurban areas, where there is
substantial low employment.
It’s a little bit difficult to imagine the
Federal Government making moves to inhibit the development of a company that is
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Amazon paid USD775 million in 2012
to acquire US warehouse robotics firm
Kiva. It wasn’t until 2014 that Amazon
began deploying these in warehouses,
and it stepped that deployment up an
additional notch in 2016. Deutsche Bank
estimated in 2016 that the company will
likely garner one-time cost savings of
USD800 million as it deploys the robots
to further warehouses. The report further
estimates the robots have helped cut the
“click to ship” time for an order from over
60 minutes to less than 15 minutes.
The Kiva robots work in large warehouses
where goods are stored on multishelved
units known as “pods”. The robots fit
under the pods, and lifts them slightly
by using a twisting motion to actuate a mechanical screw (eliminating
complexity and cost of alternatives such
as pneumatic systems). The robot then
carries the pod to the picking station,
waiting in queues with other Kiva carried
pods, until it is exactly the right time
to approach the picker. The picker then
literally just stretches out a hand and
grabs the necessary product, placing it in
a picking basket.
The task completed, the Kiva will then
carry the pod to what is most likely a new
location, as the computer system continues to measure and predict demand.
The warehouses used with the robots
typically hold more product than normal
warehouses, as greater product density
can be achieved by eliminating the wider
aisles that seek-to-pick systems need.

spending big on construction, technology, and adding jobs in
regions where they are needed the most.
More than that, though, pricing at Amazon is not driven
so much by super-discounting products, but more by placing
immense pressure on suppliers, and picking up unexpected
deals on a global basis.

The Amazon effect: how much, and where?
In the US, online shopping is being credited with a considerable decline in key areas of physical retail. In terms of
overall marketshare, Amazon seems big, but not huge. It is estimated that online retail accounts for around 10% of overall
US retail, and that Amazon is expected to show it holds 43%
of that online revenue for calendar 2017. Some estimates suggest that over half of all product searches begin on Amazon
in the US. Contrast that with, for example, Wal-Mart stores’
share of the USD800 billion US grocery market, which is estimated to be 21.5% in 2017.
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The scary part for US online retailers is that the 2017 numbers for Amazon represent an overall increase of over 5% in
net market share, or growth for Amazon of 14%. Meanwhile,
its closest competitor in revenue terms, eBay, is expected to
slip from 7.8% marketshare in 2016 to 6.8% in 2017, while Apple
will pick up 0.4% to hit 3.6% marketshare, and Walmart will
add 0.8% to also reach 3.6%.
In the US Amazon holds a 41% marketshare of online men’s
apparel sales, according to One Click Retail (goo.gl/4Ub1nJ),
and a 36% share of women’s apparel sales. The growth aspect
comes through in other areas, however,
such as baby apparel, where Amazon’s 2017
Q3 sales hit USD50 million, up from USD30
million in the previous corresponding period (pcp), an increase of 67%.
Amazon is not so much a marketshare
story, as a growth story, with a potential
for continued growth that cannot be
matched by competitors, even in a market
where those competitors have spent big on
developing online services. Estimates currently predict Amazon will hold 50% of all
online sales in the US market by 2021. And
that seems, to some, a pessimistic forecast.

European Market
What about outside of the US? It is estimated that online sales in the UK reached
GBP60.43 billion during calendar 2016, and
that Amazon accounted for GBP7.3bn of
those sales, which equates to a 12% market
share.
In Germany, overall online retail sales
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A very interesting article published in
US magazine Inc. details how some
companies are specialising in selling a
wide variety of goods on Amazon Marketplace, and making high returns. Entitled
“How This Company Makes $70 Million
Selling Random Stuff on Amazon”, the
article tells the story of several people
who owned a pharmacy in New Jersey,
Pharmapacks, started selling goods in
popular categories just below competing
suppliers. Read it at: goo.gl/tBHvbg
Pictured below a product page for Pharmapacks on Amazon.

are estimated at EUR52.7 billion for calendar 2016, and Amazon’s share of that is estimated at EUR12.8 billion, which
delivers a 24% marketshare.

Amazon in Australia
There has been a great deal of dispute over exactly how
much impact Amazon will have on the Australian market,
especially over its first two to three years of operation. One
number that has gained some credence was suggested by Mr
Woolford. He estimates the company could attract around $4
billion in online sales by 2022, which would equate, according
to projections, to around 12% of the online retail market, and
1.1% of the overall retail market.
Mr Woolford has highlighted, in particular, the effect of
Amazon on retailers in the electronics industry, such as JB
HiFI. Results from a May 2017 survey conducted by Nielsen
seeking to explore Australian consumer attitudes to Amazon
back up his assessments. The three top categories where consumers expressed interest were: Electrical/electronic items
(60%); books (54%); and clothes (46%).
(Nielsen: goo.gl/X4UZog .)
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As some commentators have pointed out, the real risk to
established Australian businesses is unlikely to peak in those
first five years, but to rapidly increase in the subsequent five.
That is what is indicated by Amazon’s experience in the UK
and other worldwide markets, including Germany.

Hardware category effects
Of course, what is of prime interest is what effect Amazon
may have on the home improvement category. Some commentators have suggested that this may be minimal, due to
the nature of home improvement, which features relatively
high delivery costs, and often a “hands on”
aspect that other categories — such as
electronics — do not.
(A good source to check on this subject
is One-Click Retail, which has published
some statistics on Amazon’s presence in
the US, UK and German markets. This can
be accessed at: goo.gl/kXwyND.)
Certainly, the largest home improvement retailer in the US, The Home Depot,
would disagree with that assessment.
Home Depot has shifted its business model
quite radically over the past three to four
years, moving most of its expansion spending from physical stores to building the
infrastructure needed to boost its online
business. Ecommerce sales for Home Depot reached USD5.6 billion in 2016, up from
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While competing retailers tend to complain about Amazon running at a loss, in
many cases the company targets areas
where there is obvious margin bloat. Amazon created a line of own-brand products named “Amazon Basics”, which seeks
out products where suppliers charge high
margins, then produces simple versions
of these with reasonable margins. Cables
used with computers and smartphones
is an obvious choice. As the screenshot
below shows, a 0.9 metre Lightning cable
for charging an iPhone costs USD6.49
($8.50). At the Wesfarmers-owned office
supplies store Officeworks, the cheapest
equivalent is $19.88.

USD4.7 billion in 2015, an increase of 19.5%, and representing
6% of overall company revenue.
In terms of the US, the overall home improvement market for 2016 was estimated at USD313 billion, up by 6% over
2015. Amazon’s share of that market is estimated at USD5
billion. The real figure of interest here, however, is in terms
of growth: that market grew by 35% for Amazon from 2015 to
2016.
The four top growth categories were handtools, up 40%,
power tool accessories, up 25%, safety equipment, up 20%,
and woodworking tools, up 30%. In terms of individual products, door knobs and lock sets grew by 45%, fasteners and
hooks by 45%, lighting controls (such as dimmer switches) by
85%, and kitchen/bath tapware by 30%.
In case this seems like a “US-only” situation, it’s not. In the
UK, Amazon achieved an estimated GBP300m in sales in the
GBP36 billion overall home improvement market, which is
over 8%. Again, though, the real story is growth, as Amazon
grew its revenue by 20% over 2015.
In Germany 2016 online home improvement sales reached
EUR600 million, in a market worth around EUR40 billion, or
a roughly 1.5% marketshare. Growth, however, was a highly
positive 45% over 2015 figures.

Estimates
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It is not possible to generate a single number that would
indicate how much marketshare in home improvement Amazon will eventually win in Australia. Some estimates put this
at around 2%, which would accord
with Mr Woolford’s estimate of $4
billion in what could by 2021 be a
$80billion market. However, HNN
would point to the fact that there
are few if any real competitors
online to Amazon in home improvement, and that those which
exist are unlikely to develop an
effective response until after they
have suffered significant losses. We
therefore think a better estimate
would be between 2.5% and 3.0% of
the market in the 2021/22 financial
year.
Leading up to that, based on
past experience, what we can likely
expect is considerable noise and
excitement over Christmas in 2018,
followed by slightly disappointment in 2019, with the real effect of
Amazon first taking hold in 2020.
This means that Australian retail-
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The Amazon web pages devoted to power
tools feature “editor’s picks”, which identify
the best tool across three categories. In its
rankings of the best selling power tools,
Amazon uses its deep data to identify additional categories, such as “most wished
for” tools, based on the wish lists that many
Amazon shoppers compile.

ers who will be affected would be advised to develop plans
over the next two years, or face having to catch up to Amazon
for several years thereafter.

Effects
While many independent hardware stores will feel some
effects some two to three years after Amazon’s entry, there is
little doubt about the retailer that will experience the most
effect of its business: the Wesfarmers’ owned Bunnings.
There are a number of reasons for this. The two main ones
are that Bunnings is far more reliant on the consumer/DIY
trade than most independent retailers, and that it has made
its low prices part of its major attraction to consumers. To
take one category, power tools, Amazon already has good
international relations with major companies such as Bosch,
Makita and Stanley Black & Decker. While these are sold
directly by Amazon, it appears that tools from Techtronic Industries (TTI), such as Milwaukee and Ryobi, are sold through
Amazon by third-party sellers.
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Doing a price comparison indicates that with suppliers
such as Bosch, Amazon does, on some specific tools, enjoy
a considerable price advantage. From example, the Bosch
DDB181-02 drill driver kit (charger, case, two 2.0 amp batteries) retails on Amazon for USD99, while it sells
at Home Depot (online-only, not in-store) for
USD159.
Effectively, what is likely to happen is that,
just as today many DIYers will check the price
of a tool on the Bunnings website before buying
it elsewhere, they will start to check with both
Bunnings and Amazon Australia in the future.
It is worth mentioning that there is another area of potential competition as well.
Amazon has been building out its offering in
terms of helping to sell the services of Amazon
approved installers for products sold through
Amazon. These approved quotes appear as
part of the sales process for products such as
large wallscreen TVs. Amazon goes through an
extensive approval process in certifying these
installers for its website, and monitors customer
feedback closely. This could have an impact on
budding services such as Home Improvement
Pages (HI Pages) and Oneflare, which attempt
to offer services to match homeowners with
tradies.

Reactions
HNN has spent considerable time over the
past three years trying to work through the
puzzle of Bunnings and online ecommerce. Our
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Amazon enables handymen and tradies
to register with the company, undergo
vetting, and then list their services on
the site. Customers get a guarantee of
service, and a third-party to appeal to
if things do not go well. Tradies get a
great marketing tool which can drive
volume work. Amazon gets increased
sales through solving problems such as
installation for its customers.

end conclusion has been that, as an organisation, Bunnings is
simply not built for online. What it does well is to build good
physical stores, encourage people to visit those stores, and
to sell those people a basket of items from which it derives a
workable margin.
In particular, it is a retailer that tries to avoid making
things complex as much as it possibly can. Even if complexity
offers additional margin, it will prefer to stick with systems
and strategies where execution can be easily controlled.
Online, from Bunnings’ perspective, has two main disincentives: it would likely lower overall margins, and it would
introduce the complexity of delivery and other logistical
systems. Additionally, there is the possibility that by entering online commerce at this point, Bunnings would be acting
as a “pathfinder” for Amazon, establishing a market which
the US-based retailer could then leverage to market its own
products.
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However, there is another possibility. If we look at the
experience of Kingfisher in the UK market, that home improvement retailer really did not “get” online
retail until it experienced the runaway success
of its Screwfix brand. Screwfix continues to be
the real growth story in a slightly declining UK
market, though much of its recent growth has
come from leveraging its well-developed online
reputation to build a successful physical presence.
What if Bunnings also went down the subbrand route when it comes to online commerce?
As an example, suppose Bunnings chose to take
its Ozito captive brand, and to develop a website
that sold that brand of power tools exclusively?
This has a number of advantages. It terms of
the stocking/picking/dispatch logistics, having a
single supplier reduces complexity considerably.
Given its control over margins for this brand,
Bunnings could offer online goods at a discount
to in-store purchases. That’s particularly useful
for the Ozito range, as it virtually defines “price
sensitive” for power tools. A reduction of $5 off
a $95 drill is enough to act as a “buy” trigger
for many consumers in this market. With an
exclusive brand, price competition with other
websites is much less of an issue. When it comes
to expensive matters, such as returns, Bunnings
could also effectively leverage its physical store
presence.
It’s a tactic which utilises established
strengths, and some of in-place investments,
in a way that at least minimises complexity. It
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Bunnings’ captive brand Ozito has
continued to grow and expand, with
this seeming to accelerate over the past
two years. It now has a standard brand
and the premium XChange brand. One
possible move by Bunnings would be
to seek to market this brand online via a
standalone website.

would enable Bunnings to develop a better understanding
of online commerce, in an environment that reduces capital
expenditure and risk as compared to a more general rollout.
With at least six major captive brands in different areas, it
also offers the potential for future expansion.

Amazon Marketplace
HNN has so far skipped over a large section of what Amazon has to offer, namely the third-party Amazon Marketplace (AM), where retailers have the option of selling goods
through the Amazon site, with Amazon optionally looking
after the logistics of picking and sending.
One of the real benefits of this service is for small suppliers
and product developers who have a great idea they cannot
get larger retailers to stock. It offers a near-instant means
of achieving market presence. Some retailers in the US and
elsewhere also use AM as a means of off-selling overstocks, or
testing new products to gauge demand.
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One of the more interesting aspects, however, is a burgeoning market for specialised sellers who concentrate on doing
nothing else except AM, and don’t care particularly which
products they are selling. Instead they concentrate on finding
a product where they can beat the Amazon price (if it exists)
and the prices offered by other AM sellers. If they achieve the
best product plus shipping price, they will “cream off” all the
orders for that product.
In the US, this has opened up sources of secondary supply.
That includes companies that have
over-ordered some lines and need to
clear warehouse space, and also, of
course, grey market goods. It will be
surprising, for example, if the Australian AM doesn’t see some goods
come in from South-East Asian
markets that bear a familiar brand
name, but are sold for much less.
This could also influence the
online home improvement market.
What happens, for example, if a
trader buys a lot of reconditioned
cordless Milwaukee or Ryobi tools,
then offers those for sale on the
Australian AM?

Analysis
Amazon certainly will face
unique conditions on entering
the Australian market. It seems
somewhat unlikely, however, that
these conditions will be any more
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Amazon Marketplace opens up the Amazon website to the sale of new and used
goods, such as the Milwaukee impact
driver shown here. This brings a whole
new level of pricing competition to the
site. While Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos faced
opposition when he made this move, it
has proven to be one of the keys to the
company’s success, providing a strong
revenue stream, and lowering per item
costs for warehousing and transport as
volumes increase.

exotic than those the company faced in entering the French,
German, Italian or UK markets. HNN would also guess that
they are nowhere near as exotic as those the company faced
in entering the Japanese market (a country where Amazon
still struggles, despite having first entered it in 2000). Some
of these conditions will no doubt cause small setbacks, but
it’s highly unlikely they will, in the end, have much influence
over Amazon.
In general, much of the response of major Australian retail
business to Amazon has attempted to portray its entry into
the Australian market along the lines of a physical store retailer making the same move. Nowhere is that more apparent
than in the repetition of the fact that Mr Braeuniger apparently revealed in a conversation in early 2017 that he was unaware of Australia’s holiday penalty rates for retail workers.
It seems somewhat germane to this point that Amazon, for
at least its first two years of operations, is unlikely to employ
any retail workers.
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Equally ill-founded was a comment the AFR reported
being made by a former senior Wesfarmers retail executive
that Amazon’s frequent change of prices would somehow
not work in Australia as it annoys consumers. This approach
has been central to the strategy that helped Amazon power
its way to annual revenues of USD136 billion, and a market
capitalisation of USD536 billion. The reality is, of course, that
online what Amazon is doing is tracking the same prices
consumers will see doing a Google search. It’s simply making
sure it stays in the running.
The Australian retail industry really has to come to terms
with the fact that Amazon has arrived, and that it will, over
the next decade, wreak considerable changes on the retail
market. While it’s possible to make some predictions about
the next four or five years, predicting what Amazon will do
out to ten years is much harder.
While home improvement will likely suffer less than many
other categories in terms of competition with Amazon, it’s
worth noting that the two largest home improvement retail
brands in Australia are owned by companies heavily reliant
on revenues and profit from grocery retailing. In the end, the
greatest effect on home improvement may come from Amazon disrupting that market, which is already under considerable stress.
It is also worth seriously considering what second-order
effects of Amazon’s entry will have on the home improvement market. If Bunnings or other major retailers respond
to Amazon — such as by opening HNN’s hypothetical Ozito
online store — that may have greater consequences than
Amazon itself. In stretching to ensure that it does not lose
marketshare to Amazon, Bunnings could, in other words, take
yet more marketshare from other retailers.
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Amazon as a “hack”
Most of what gets written about Amazon
is either puzzling or is itself somewhat puzzled in tone and approach. Much of that —
like almost all of the formal public reaction
by Australian companies to Amazon’s entry
into the Australian market — is because each
analysis keeps trying to confine the company
to the tried and true pathways of business.
Just when people think they have spotted a
pattern, that they see a story that can be told,
Amazon will go and do something completely
contradictory.
From HNN’s standpoint, there is only one,
single explanation for Amazon’s behaviour:
Amazon is now, has always been, and started
with the notion of itself as being a kind of
“hack”.
hnn.bz

Jeff Bezos, CEO of
Amazon. Mr Bezos has
a number of interests
outside of this CEO role,
such as deep space
exploration (where he
spends his Wednesdays)
and owning one of
America’s major newspapers, The Washington
Post.

A hack, to those deep in the world of computers, systems
and programming, isn’t anything illegal or wrong. What it
consists of really is using the structures that are in place, but
interpreting them in a completely different way, often almost
entirely reversing their meaning.
That describes much of what Amazon has done throughout its corporate history. Every time the company has encountered what to the rest of the world seems like a “gotcha”,
Amazon turns it around to become a positive. The company
has to buy a huge surplus of computing power so that its
systems can withstand the demand generated by around 10
peak days a year? Fine, buy the capacity, and then rent that
out to other companies as “cloud” computing (Amazon Web
Services). The major drawback of online commerce is the
expense and time spent on deliveries? Take that and make an
absolute fetish out of having the best, quickest delivery for
the lowest possible price (Amazon Prime). Third party sellers
are competing on the Amazon website on the price of certain
goods? Don’t block them, embrace them, and make those
ultra-low price offerings a welcome part of the ecommerce
offer.

The basis
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Following a company through this set of hacks can be
difficult. But there does seem to be one constant to hold onto.
Really understanding this constant is, however, difficult, especially for Australian businesses, which have something of a
“version” of it, but based on quite different principles. This is
how the CEO of Amazon, Jeff Bezos, described this constant
in the company’s most recent annual report for its 2016 financial year:
True Customer Obsession
There are many ways to centre a business. You can be competitor focused, you can be product focused, you can be technology focused, you can be business model focused, and there
are more. But in my view, obsessive customer focus is by far
the most protective of Day 1 vitality.
Why? There are many advantages to a customer-centric approach, but here’s the big one: customers are always beautifully, wonderfully dissatisfied, even when they report being
happy and business is great. Even when they don’t yet know it,
customers want something better, and your desire to delight
customers will drive you to invent on their behalf. No customer
ever asked Amazon to create the Prime membership program,
but it sure turns out they wanted it, and I could give you many
such examples.
If that’s not enough, there is also this paragraph from Mr
Bezos’s letter to shareholders in 2013, accompanying the 2012
results:
One advantage -– perhaps a somewhat subtle one –- of a customer-driven focus is that it aids a certain type of proactivity.
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Amazon is a hack
• Since its inception, Amazon has
been “hacking” expectatons of
both investors and competitors.
• Its early years held a grand conception, but it followed the path
that many dot.com companies
did in the late 1990s.
• After recovering from the crash,
Amazon used technology as a
main way to increase its growth
prospects.
• From 2010 onwards the company showed a very strong trend
to forego profits by investing
cashflow in long term projects.

When we’re at our best, we don’t wait for external pressures.
We are internally driven to improve our services, adding
benefits and features, before we have to. We lower prices and
increase value for customers before we have to. We invent before we have to. These investments are motivated by customer
focus rather than by reaction to competition. We think this
approach earns more trust with customers and drives rapid
improvements in customer experience – importantly – even in
those areas where we are already the leader.

For Australian businesses that expect they might be competing with Amazon in the near future, there is a vital, key element to be understood in this. Many Australian businesses,
if asked, would declare themselves to be “customer centric”.
However, what just about every single one of them mean by
this is that they are customer centric on a relative basis. Amazon is customer centric on an absolute basis.
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What’s the difference? Wesfarmers and Bunnings offers
a very good example. During the time when Bunnings was
competing with Masters Home Improvement, there was an
observed up-staffing of many Bunnings stores. More sales
team members were available on the floor than had been
there previously, and they tended to be somewhat committed
to answering customer questions. Many people in the industry have observed anecdotally that in their opinion, subsequent to Masters leaving the industry, staffing levels — and
even in some cases staff attentiveness — seem to have fallen.
HNN isn’t suggesting in any way that this practice would
be incorrect, or result from poor planning. (We keep using
Bunnings as an example because it really is one of Australia’s
most forward-looking and best run companies.) After the
burst of investment needed to compete better with Masters,
dialling back spending was always to be expected, and is particularly required as Bunnings needs to fund its well-planned
but ambitious expansion into the UK market.
However, this does show that, in Australia, “customer
centric” comes with two riders. Firstly, the expense of customer services has to be matched directly by some form of
near-horizon return. Secondly, customer-centricity is not
measured by reference to the customers themselves, but
relatively in relation to competitors. The goal is not to please
the customer as much as possible, but rather to please the
customer between 5% and 10% more than competitors do.
This is such an important point to get right, that
it is worth looking at another example, of a practice
Australian consumers have come to accept. There has
long been a general principle of retail product placement that the goods consumers most often want to
buy should be placed at the back of the store. Milk,
for instance, is usually located far from the store entrance in most supermarkets.
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“Bezos and his lieutenants
sketched their own virtuous
cycle, which they believe
powered their business.
It went something like
this: Lower prices led to
more customer visits. More
customers increased the
volume of sales and attracted more commission-paying
third party sellers to the site.
That allowed Amazon to get
more out of fixed costs like
the fulfillment centers and
the servers they needed to
run the website. This greater
efficiency then enabled it to
lower prices further. Feed
any part of this flywheel…
and it should accelerate the
loop. Amazon executives
were elated… after five
years, they finally understood their business.”

— The Everything Store , by Brad
Stone

Is that “customer centric”? No. It’s actually incredibly
inconvenient for customers who just want to buy a litre of
milk. It is done by retailers (unthinkingly) because it can be
shown to — in the short term — boost sales of other products, which consumers encounter on their voyage to the milk
fridge. But really, the retailer is trading that advantage in
exchange for a really annoying product placement.
What drives this attitude for large, Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) listed companies, is in large part the dynamics
of the investment market on which they rely. The numbers
for both revenue and earnings before taxation and interest
(EBIT) are closely monitored as one of several key ratios,
along with the net return delivered by a stock, which includes
price changes in the stock itself, and dividend payments.
Investments in growth that will occur some years in the
future will tend to depress the EBIT (as it is expenditure) and
generate a delayed return. As such investment is also necessary to maintain company health, CEOs tend to “stack” investments, mixing medium-term and longer-term investments to
deliver a consistent flow of returns versus those investments.
That’s not what Amazon has done. Over the past five years
it has actively invested in expenditure for growth, to the
point where it has been quite happy to have high revenue
growth but a low or even net negative EBIT.
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So, to understand what Amazon means by customer centricity, and how it has achieved that approach, it’s necessary
to start with the company’s first hack, which was to basically
change the entire balance of the way investors valued the
company, and what they expected from it.

Hacking what a company is
The hack that would be Amazon was built in part through
Mr Bezos’s experience of another grand hack, which was instituted on the investment markets. He first went to work on
Wall Street in the US in 1984. By 1991 he was working for an
unusual Wall Street firm named after its founder, D. E. Shaw
& Co, abbreviated to “DESCO” by its employees. Its founder,
David Shaw, had a Ph.D. in computer science from Stanford,
and had been teaching at Columbia University before he decided to venture into the investment world. In some ways, his
was one of the original “quant” firms, that would use computers and new applications of mathematics to derive new
kinds of investment thinking. DESCO was once described by
Fortune magazine as being “the most intriguing and mysterious force on Wall Streeet”
Dr Shaw was also one of the first CEOs of investment
firms to understand the promise of the internet, in part
because he had been using it since its earliest incarnation
as the Defence-funded ARPANET. He chose Mr Bezos to be
one of the people to investigate how the firm could make
use of the internet. Among other projects, the company was
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After becoming a very wealthy man
through his activities of Wall Street, David
E. Shaw has devoted himself to mathematics and science in his later years.
In particular, he has become fascinated
by the dynamics of proteins in living
systems.

among the first to launch a service for individual investors to
trade, a business that was later sold to Merrill Lynch.
It was during this period that Mr Bezos first came up with
the idea of the “everything store”. He told Dr Shaw about his
plans to possibly leave to start the company, and legend has
it that the two went on an extended, two-hour walk around
New York discussing the idea. While Dr Shaw did want him to
stay, Mr Bezos decided to go ahead with the idea.
This idea of the everything store is really the central hack
on which Amazon is based. What Mr Bezos understood, way
ahead of the rest of the market, was that the internet could
provide such a compelling shopping experience that it would
take large marketshare away from physical retailers.

Bootstrapping
The company got started in Seattle in the state of Washington in the autumn of 1994. Mr Bezos chose to sell books
simply because they represented a commodity that would
have broad appeal, ready supply and provided advantages
when sold online.
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Up until the end of 1995 the company was financed by a
USD10,000 investment by Mr Bezos, and a further USD80,000
in loans. Additional finance came in the form of another
USD100,000 from Bezos’s mother and step-father. In mid1995 this was supplemented by a further contribution of
USD145,000 from the family’s trust.
At this stage Mr Bezos began seeking outside funding for
the Amazon startup. His initial goal was to find 20 investors
in the Seattle business community who would contribute
USD50,000 each to give him USD1 million in operating funds,
based on a USD5 million valuation. He achieved that goal,
though it was based on earnings predictions for 2000 that
never eventuated.
In the spring of 1996, driven by the need for yet more capital as sales continued to skyrocket, he approached a Boston-based firm, General Atlantic, which initially valued the
company at around USD10 million. However, one of the most
venerable of Silicon Valley venture capital firms, Kleiner Perkins Caulfield and Byers (usually just called “Kleiner”) caught
wind of the company. Soon General Atlantic and Kleiner were
in a bidding war. In the end, Kleiner won, investing USD8
million, for a 13% share — a company valuation of USD60
million.
Amazon held its initial public offering on 15 May 1997,
which ended up being a lukewarm affair, with the stock
trading below its launch price of USD18 a share through
to mid-June 1997. It did give the company a much needed USD54 million in funds, however, and generated good
returns for all those who had funded the company in its
pre-listing years.
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The first headquarters of Amazon.

It was at this stage that Amazon decided to expand beyond
books, and its financials story took a new twist. In May
Amazon campus in Seattle.
1998, the company raised USD326 million through junk
bonds, and followed that up by raising USD1.25 billion
through a convertible debt offering, at an interest rate
of just 4.75%, in February 1999.
It was in early 1998, in writing the company’s first
letter to shareholders, that Mr Bezos unveiled what
would become the cornerstone of his future management of the company: a complete focus on growth,
rather than returns:
We believe that a fundamental measure of our success
will be the shareholder value we create over the long
term. This value will be a direct result of our ability to extend and solidify our current market leadership position.
The stronger our market leadership, the more powerful
our economic model. Market leadership can translate
directly to higher revenue, higher profitability, greater
capital velocity, and correspondingly stronger returns on
invested capital.
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Between 1998 to 2000, as the dot.com bubble expanded, Amazon raised USD2.2 billion in three bond
offerings. Much of this funding was frittered away in
investments that would amount to almost nothing
once the dot.com bubble had burst in late 2000. There
followed two difficult years for Amazon, as its share
price fell from a high of over USD100 (post a double-split), to languish as low as USD17.

The recovery
To this point, the history of Amazon is not that
different from many companies that went through
the dot.com boom and bust. It made investments in
many of the spectacular failures of the time, such as
pets.com. It overspent on its own facilities, including
warehouses, and had to claw back from these.
What is different is that over the next eight years
Amazon, far from retreating, went on to develop virtually everything that we think of today as “being Amazon”. This began with the company pulling out of what
seemed a typical post-boom nosedive. In January 2002
Amazon reported a profit of USD5 million for the past
quarter, securing the belief that the company would
survive, after two years of highly negative analysis
from Wall Street.
In its next stage the Amazon hack was to reimagine
the retailer as being much less about retail and products, and much more about technology. Apple had provided, with the iPod (launched in 2001) and the iTunes
store, an object lesson in how influential technology
could be when it came to the sale of music.
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Work on the Kindle eBook reader started in 2005, and culminated in its release in late 2007. The seeds of what would
eventually become Amazon Web Services were sown in 2002
and launched in 2006. The Prime service, building on similar
cut-price shipping options trialled in 2004, became a reality
in early 2005. And there were other, lesser-known services
launched as well, such as the Mechanical Turk, and Search
Inside, which enabled searching inside a wide range of books.
All of this hard work began to pay off on the stock markets
in early 2007. The first investment analysts began giving it
a “buy” rating instead of a “hold”. For the next three to four
years, Amazon began to concentrate on sensible acquisitions.
That started with the stellar shoe site Zappo’s, based in Las
Vegas. Amazon also launched the Kindle 2 in 2009, the device that firmly cemented the role of eBooks in the world of
publishing, and established Amazon as the sole market-maker. Amazon continued on the acquisition trail, grabbing hold
of a company called Quidsi, which had a burgeoning slab of
the diaper market. Another notable acquisition in 2008 was
Audible.com, which enabled it to add spoken word books to
its product lineup.
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The move to capex
The global financial crisis (GFC) of 2007/08 had a negative
effect on Amazon, but it had an even more pronounced effect
on its competitors. In electronics, retailers such as Circuit
City went out of business, as did booksellers such as Borders.
The Amazon stock price rose from around USD60 at the start
of 2009, to reach around USD210 in June 2011, up by 250%.
This brings us to what is likely Amazon’s most important
hack, the one to which we alluded above. Post 2009, Amazon
has been able to divert more expenditure to longer term
investments, yet its stock price continues to surge. Investors
have “bought into” the story of Amazon that it is dedicated to
these long term investments, and that the company knows
how to make these pay off in a big way in future years.
This can be seen clearly in the way Amazon has changed
its pattern of expenditure since 2010 or so up until the present day. In understanding this, HNN is reliant on a really
very good analysis offered by Benedict Evans of Silicon Valley
venture capital company Andreesen Horowitz, which is well
worth reading and can be found here: goo.gl/2BmM76.
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There are two main points that Mr Evans makes about
Amazon, particularly Amazon post 2010. The first is that the
company is far more diversified than many believe it to be.
For example, he quotes numbers that indicate the assumed
sources of revenue for the company, such as media, have
actually been steeply declining in terms of share. Meanwhile
third-party sales through Amazon accounted for 40% of unit
sales in 2014, while the revenue from these has grown to be
20% of total revenue.
One thing Mr Evans suggests we consider is that the actual
total price of these third-party sales is not reflected in the
revenue figures Amazon provides, as Amazon is only paid
for the services to these sellers. That means that the overall
ecommerce revenue that passes through Amazon is likely to
be considerably higher than the topline sales figure indicates.
The second point really has to do with the profits Amazon
has been showing from 2010 through to 2015. As can be seen
from Chart 1, while there is a certain amount of tracking between revenue and net earnings before tax through to 2010,
after that the relationship is broken. As Mr Evans states:
So, we have dozens of separate businesses within Amazon,
and over two million third party seller accounts, all sitting on
top of the Amazon fulfilment and commerce platform. Some
of them are mature and profitable, and some are not. And
someone at Amazon has the job of making sure that each
quarter, this nets out to as close to zero as possible, at least as
far as net income goes. That is, the problem with net income
is that all it tells us is that every quarter, Amazon spends
whatever’s left over to get the number to zero or thereabouts.
There’s really no other way to achieve that sort of consistency.
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Benedict Evans (pictured below) is a
partner (or, as he prefers to put it, a
“partner”) at Silicon Valley venture
capital firm Andreesen-Horowitz. He’s
well-known both for his analysis of tech
companies such as Amazon, Apple,
Google and Microsoft, and his work on
understanding how the proliferation of
mobile phone technology is changing
the world.
He read history at Cambridge in his
native UK, and Mr Evans brings a social,
historical perspective to tech, as well
as a commercial understanding of its
motivations. In particular, his regularly
updated presentation “Mobile is eating
the world” is worth viewing at: https://
vimeo.com/195062332

Where more “normal” companies employ a calculus that
delivers consistent returns to shareholders, layering investments to ensure that earnings (and dividends, which Amazon
will never pay) maintain the return on investment the markets want, Amazon does the reverse. If the company is not
exhausting almost all of its earnings in investments in the
future, someone at Amazon, Mr Evans suggests, has made a
mistake.
Mr Evans directs our attention (as, indeed, has Mr Bezos in
one of his letters to shareholders) towards cashflow. Contrasting two types of cashflow, free cashflow and operating cash
flow, indicates the amount of cashflow that is being used on
capital expenditure (capex). Chart 2 is directly derived from a
chart in Mr Evans’ blog post, though HNN has used updated
numbers in producing it.
As the chart shows, Amazon has been spending an increasing amount of the operating cashflow on capex, thus depressing the amount of free cashflow. Mr Evans goes on to suggest
that much of this capex is being spent on infrastructure
improvements, such as building out more datacentres for
AWS, and building more technically advanced warehouses for
online sales, thus improving capacity both for first-party and
third-party products.

Amazon today
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There are two crucial elements that have changed for Amazon over the past two years or so. One has been the launch
and success of its Amazon Echo product, an always-on con-
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Chart 1. Amazon total revenue and
earnings before tax.

nected speaker which interprets spoken language, providing
access to Amazon shopping, music, home automation, and
other services. While many of its past technical achievements
have been overshadowed by other technology products —
Apple’s iPad, for example, is arguably a more versatile eBook
reader than the Kindle — the Echo currently leads in its field,
despite competition from Alphabet (Google) and a new product to be launched by Apple.
The major advantage that Amazon has in this field (surprisingly) is that it has a clear revenue stream that emerges
from the device, namely shopping on Amazon. Google did
try what many interpreted as a mild experiment in audio
ad placement on its competing device, the Google Home, in
March 2017, but this met with major objections. Apple and
Google may use their devices to sell music products — Apple’s in particular is marketed for its audio quality — but it is
unlikely to match the usefulness of the Echo.
The second element is, quite obviously, Amazon’s acquisition of the US-based upmarket grocery business Wholefoods.
While Amazon has been experimenting with home delivery
of groceries at a range of locations in the US, especially on
the West Coast, this is its first move into physical stores. How
that will develop in Australia is very hard to predict.
Chart 2. Amazon free cash flow and
capex. Combined, these produce operating cash flow.
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Analysis
Australian retailers looking to strategic planning for
calendar 2018 and 2019 really need to grasp one main thing
about Amazon. This is that the company is really, genuinely,
not going to be concerned with relativistic competition. It is
not out to “get” Myer, David Jones, Target, Big W, Officeworks,
Bunnings or Mitre 10. It will be focused directly on Australian
consumers, on not doing 20% better than competitors, but
on working out what those consumers want today, and the
needs they will develop in one, two, three years’ time.
A related thing to grasp is that Amazon does not work by
taking existing markets and delivering better services/products, thus gaining more marketshare. Amazon is dedicated to
changing the nature of the markets themselves. Ebooks, for
example, restructured publishing. Amazon Prime changed
the structure of delivery in North America.
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It is also important to be aware that Amazon may well not
have that great an impact through its first year of operation.
We can expect a rash of articles in the mainstream media
in early 2019 telling everyone that the Amazon “threat” was
“overblown”. It’s very likely, however, that by 2021 it will have
had a significant effect. The key thing is that retailers which
wait until 2020 to formulate a response will likely suffer significant losses, from which they may well never recover.

The Amazon lineup in 2017. Top to bottom: original Echo, Echo Dot, Echo Look,
Echo View, and Echo Plus.
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HBT Business
Solutions
Hardware Building Traders (HBT) decided to
change up its usual state-based conferences
for 2017, and instead host a single conference
entitled “HBT Business Solutions” hosted at
Melbourne’s Etihad Stadium, near the Southern Cross railway station.
The single event made it easier for suppliers to concentrate their resources, so some 62
suppliers (including 22 of HBT’s key suppliers)
attended, along with 150 representatives of 92
retail stores. True to its promise, HBT served
up a mixture of speakers on subjects ranging
from succession planning and internet ecommerce, to insurance planning and better retail
space design.
hnn.bz

The “H” team: from left
to right: Steve Fatileh,
Anthea Moorfoot, Chris
Moorfoot, Mike LoRicco,
and Julie Murphy.

The state of the group
To get things going, HBT’s group manager, Mike LoRicco
gave members an overview of the industry today, followed by
HBT’s two group buying managers, Gavin Keane and Steve
Fatileh, who outlined what the supplier/retailer interface
looks set to develop into the future.

Mike LoRicco: four becomes three
Mr LoRicco concentrated on providing an overview of how
the industry has changed through 2017, especially after the
exit of Masters Home Improvement in late 2016, and how that
is affecting retailers.
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The main change has been, of course, the move from four
different supply chains to just three: Bunnings, the Metcash-owned Independent Hardware Group (IHG), and HBT.
While this opens up some new opportunities for HBT, Mr
LoRicco is more concerned with its effect on HBT’s ongoing
development of the key suppliers to the group:
So, what the reduction in supply chains means is that as the
suppliers realign themselves there are going to be some suppliers who will be left out.
This makes it a good opportunity for us to grow our relationships with our suppliers. What is really important — and I know
that we have a lot of suppliers — is that our key suppliers get
the support of our members. These guys are the ones that
are putting extra effort into supporting our stores. We need to
show support for them. Over the next 12 months, my goal is
to concentrate on the key suppliers, get our relationship with
them to work even better. As part of that, we are working on a
list of standards as to what a key supplier should be. And we’re
going to support them, just like they support us. Obviously,
our focus is on both the member and the supplier, and there
needs to be a win for both of them in any deal. It is not a oneway street.
Mr LoRicco also shared more information about HBT’s
ongoing growth story. From around 240 members in 2014, the
buying group has now grown to 670 members. The top 100
stores in the group account for 62% of its purchases by value.
A sub-group of HBT, the Industrial & Tool Traders (ITT) has
grown rapidly over the past four years, and now accounts for
22% of the group’s purchases by value.
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Gavin Keane: value from the second tier
Mr Keane provided a historical perspective on ITT, the part
of the group to which he devotes most of his time. It began,
as he describes in his inimitable style, almost by accident
back in early 2013, and has now reached 162 stores, or 24% of
the store numbers.
Mr Keane was particularly eager to point out how one of
HBT’s main strategies, finding high quality suppliers who
were held in the second or third tier of the market, and then
making them first tier suppliers for HBT, had worked over
the years.
One of his main examples was Haymes Paints.
Great company, family owned company. Based in Ballarat.
They now represent 56% of our paint business, as compared
to Dulux [from Australia’s DuluxGroup] which has around 16%.
It’s a good supplier, they work with us, understands us, and are
passionate about independents. They are our number one.
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Mr Keane spoke of other suppliers who had also become
number one for the group. Macsim was one of the first fastener companies to take HBT seriously. Klingspor, makers of
specialty cut-off wheels for grinders, now holds around 50%
of the HBT demand for the product. Silicone and adhesive
maker Soudal is another HBT success story, beating out other
well-known brands such as Bostich and Selleys, to be the
number one supplier in its category for the June 2017 quarter.
Later Mr LoRicco revisited this issue, explaining that, from
HBT’s view, accepting less valuable deals from top tier suppliers meant that HBT effectively subsidised the exceptionally low prices these suppliers offered the competing supply
chains going into Bunnings and IHG.
One of Mr Keane’s ongoing concerns is that the Australian
market simply has too many suppliers for its size. As he put
it, HBT members have access to around 483 of these, and
there are probably almost as many they don’t have access to.
He expects that the coming years will see a degree of rationalisation, with some companies exiting over-supplied markets. Mr Keane sees this as a further reason why HBT should
stand by and support its key suppliers.
In a rapid overview of the industry, Mr Keane gave some
numbers for other buying groups. AIS now has 80 stores, CSS
has grown to have 86 stores. Synergy, which was a breakaway
group from CSS, now has 52 stores, and Tradesmart has 64
stores.
In terms of the tool sector, Total Tools now has 66 stores.
Mr Keane remarked that this was quite an aggressive group,
but they did seem to have higher overheads, with something
like 50 head-office staff, in his opinion and estimation. United
Tools has 47 stores, Trade Tools has 16 stores. Sydney Tools
has just reached 15 stores, with news it is opening a new store
in Bayswater, a suburb of Melbourne, Victoria.
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Top, Mike LoRicco,
bottom, Gavin Keane.

Steve Fatileh: a better deal
Mr Fatileh began by saying that the acquisition of Home
Timber & Hardware (HTH) by Metcash to form IHG had created some anxiety in the hardware retail market. Part of that
anxiety was among members of the newly formed IHG, who
face changed conditions, but it was also a fact for the suppliers to that group. As IHG uses more of its buying power to
narrow its supplier base so as to improve individual supplier
volumes and crack down on supply prices, more suppliers are
turning to HBT as a means of securing future retail outlets.
This has opened up new opportunities for HBT, according
to Mr Fatileh.
This gives us a position of power when we are negotiating.
Never before have Gavin and I been in this position. We are
not accepting every deal that a supplier presents to us. We are
their next option. If they have been kicked out, or they have
been hit “with a big stick” by IHG, they are coming to us. As a
consequence you will find that the new deals that are coming
through have higher than usual rebates attached to them.
This isn’t just smaller suppliers either, according to Mr
Fatileh. Among newly acquired suppliers is global lighting
company Philips.
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Mr Fatileh’s special passion has been HBT’s move into “H”
branded hardware stores. These stores provide fully independent retailers with a brand identity. In 2017, in addition to
expanding the number of branded stores, the H has also been
active in launching special H branded products, and starting
to distribute a catalogue for participating stores as well.
There are currently eight H branded products that we have
put out there. The products that we have introduced have had
a very good success rate. The H paint itself from Duralex has
turned over $200,000 worth of purchases, just in that product.
The Soudal H Brand silicone and adhesive package has taken
off really well, and the branded measuring tape is doing great.
The catalogue has been as much an experiment as a commercial venture during 2017.
We dipped our toes this year into a new catalogue program,
it is the first time we have ever done it, a little bit of teething
problems, it is a lot of work, but we thought let’s just do it, and
if it is going to have some problems, or things that we can
learn from, we will do it better next year.
Meanwhile, the H Hardware push itself has been going
well. Mr Fatileh set himself the goal of ending calendar 2017
with 40 bannered stores, up from 26 at the start of the year.
He just concluded a deal to secure the 39th store, and is
“pretty confident” he will hit 40 before the end of December
2017.

Suppliers
HNN didn’t manage to make it to every single supplier
stand, but we have on the following pages profiled 12 that
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Steve Fatileh

really caught our attention. However, there were many more
that deserve a look, so we will run through some of these
here.

Merlin Software
Well-known for its Cobalt POS software, Merlin is set to
expand that offering in 2018, by offering Cobalt Touch. This
will work on touch devices such as iPads and other tablets,
making activities such as stock taking easier and simpler for
retailers. Cobalt Touch is based on the standard web language of HTML, rather than being “native” to either iPads or
Android devices, which frees up retailers to choose almost
any device they want.

Hafele
The famous maker of high-end cabinet hardware is going
further into the cabinet business itself, offering a “Flat Pac”,
a flat-pack kitchen cabinet solution for HBT retailers. In
addition to its Impact branded cabinetry, Hafele also offers
and extensive range of laminate-based kitchen countertops,
available in a range of 30 colours.

Laminex
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Laminex offers an extensive range of particle boards,
plywoods, MDF and micro-flooring. While most of the plywoods are imported, the company makes it own MDF and
particle boards. Of, course it is widely well-known for its
laminate kitchen benchtops and flooring in a wide range of
timber species. The company notes it has seen an uptick in
its floating flooring solutions, as fewer homeowners opt for
carpet.

Stramit
Stramit (part of Fletchers Building) is particularly interested in selling one of its speciality products, MagnaFlow.
MagnaFlow sheeting is a highly durable pre-painted sheet
steel system suitable for use in corrosive environments for
roofing, walling and rainwater products.
For roofs, its particularly suitable for people building in
coastal areas, where saltwater damp can quickly shorten the
safe life of conventional metal roofing. The company also
makes the point that in warmer climes, steel performs better
than many people realise, as though it does heat up faster
than tile roofs, it also cools down more quickly as well.

Austral Clothes Hoists
The plucky clothesline company continues to market its
effectively priced line of clotheslines for use in a wide range
of circumstances.
Austral manufactures a large range of fold down clothes
lines to suit most requirements. These are designed to provide more line space than other comparative sized clothes-
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Top to bottom: Merlin Software, Hafele,
Laminex, and Stramit.

lines. More line space allows homeowners to hang more
washing at the one time. It’s a great sales feature.

Daytek
Daytek has a wide range of tools suitable for the avid
gardener and tradies. Its line of wheelbarrows is very comprehensive ranging from lightweight models for the small
garden, through to heavy duty ones suitable for construction
sites.
Meanwhile, the company has beefed up the specifications
of its “Amazing Rake” product, which can grab and lift as well
as sweep. Better made of longer-lasting materials, it’s a great
addition to a garden selection.

Services suppliers
As part of its focus on the business of retail, HBT also
ramped up its offerings of services to help retailers save
money, secure their future and improve store sales through
design. Three of the services offerings that attracted HNN
were: Make It Cheaper, a service to help retailers pay less for
gas and electricity; AB Phillips, an insurance provider; and
Detail Retail, a Melbourne firm which helps to design retail
spaces, and works closely with HBT.

Make it Cheaper
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This is a company that provides a service that makes
so much sense, it seems too good to be true. What Make it
Cheaper (MIC) does is to look over the electricity and gas
bills for a retailer, then work out if there is a better deal that
could be saving them money.
The company works with a panel of 11 electricity retailers.
After looking through a retailer’s usage details, these are
“plugged into” a model, which then provides an overview of
three possible plans that might work better — unless the
retailer already has the best deal available.
The entire process can be finished up online and over the
phone. If a retailer chooses to go with a new plan, there is a
simple verbal contract that is agreed to, then the retailer has
a ten-day “cooling off” period when they can choose to back
out of the deal.

AB Phillips
With experience in setting up insurance plans for groups
and associations, particularly for timber associations, AB
Phillips is now offering its services to HBT members. It’s a
comprehensive offering of everything from standard insurance, through to WorkCover, financial planning, life insurance and help with self-managed superannuation funds.
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Top to bottom: Austral Cloths Hoists,
Daytek, Make it Cheaper, and AB Phillips.

Detail Retail
While many of the presentations given at the conference
were impressive, one of the most interesting was provided
by Melissa Guthrie of Detail Retail, a Melbourne-based firm
specialising in store fitout.
Detail Retail is very much a full-service company, that is
ideally sized to help provide small hardware retailers with
improved store premises that generate a better return.
Ms Guthrie has a background in industrial design, and she
is backed up by a fellow retail designer, Melanie Spinucci, architect and 3D modeller Manuel Perez, and 3D artist, animator and architectural modeller Simon Bolivar.
The company relies on advanced, modern techniques of
digital rendering to both assist them in their design, and, just
as importantly, to communicate their ideas to customers.
The company doesn’t stop at just designing stores, but also
helps retailers build them as well. It supplies retailers with
shelvings, fittings and cabinetry. The company can arrange
for these to be installed, or they can be designed so that retailers can install the elements themselves.
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Ms Guthrie’s industrial design skills means she understands “buildability”, and she can help retailers combine all
the aspects of helpful visuals with the practical needs of
product display, stocking, cleaning and light maintenance.
Ms Guthrie emphasises that the company is very practical in its approach. While it remains focussed on delivering
the best (and most profitable) experience to the customer
while in the shop, they also work to make sure that dollars
are spent wisely on aspects of store design that are going to
deliver results. As Ms Guthrie put it in her presentation:
We have a really good understanding of marketing, of customer movement within the store, of product merchandising,
how the customer will go through the store, what they will see
when they first walk into the store, what catches their attention,
and so forth.
We understand what messages you
should have at what location in your
store, how to orientate your fixtures
correctly, and how to move your
customers through, to the counter
and to the sale, which is the most
important thing.
The problem is, of course, that
for retailers who spend more time
in their stores than anywhere else,
it is often difficult to return to
the customers’ perspective. As Ms
Guthrie puts it:
It is very hard for store owners,
because most retailers are so busy
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Part of the Detail Retail team. L-to-r:
Melissa Guthrie, Melanie Spinucci and
Rachel Roper.

trading, to step back and see what the customer sees when
they walk in the doors of your store.

It is this sense of new perspective that Detail Retail can
bring to store design.

Design considerations
The company begins by looking at exterior signage, asking
if it is at the right height, and if it is conveying messages that
communicate what the store is about.
Some of the key questions that Detail Retail help retailers
answer about their stores are:
• What about the location of the checkout counter? While
this seems simple, it is in many ways one of the most important centres of the store. Can it be seen easily, so customers can locate it when they have product in hand? Does
it function as an additional sales area, with discount and
impulse buys readily to hand?
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• What about supply stands? These often present retailers
with something of a dilemma. While many stands are very
well designed, and present product in an informative and
encouraging way, they don’t always play nicely with each
other. Sometimes stores will have three or four of these
stands jammed all together, with different shelf heights,
radically different colour schemes, so that they present
a kind of visual cacophony. Sometimes going with something simpler might actually improve sales.
• Is a product a brand choice, or a price/use choice? A common mistake is to separate a particular line of items based
on its branding, when really customers are more interested
in a broad range and selection. If too much branding takes
over a store, customers will wander about slightly bewildered as to where they can locate some of the simplest
items.
• Store navigation is a key item for stores to consider. This
relates in part to signage, but also the relationship between
the height and width of aisles is important. If really tall
modules are used to form an aisle (2200mm to 2400mm), it
is necessary to make the aisles wider
— as wide as two metres in some cases.
This is partly to avoid a “maze-like”
feeling on the part of the customer, but
it also relates to lines of sight. Standing
in the middle of a 2400mm high aisle
that is only 1200mm wide, it might be
impossible to see the sign over the adjacent aisles indicating what is located
there.
• Use bright colours to emphasise what
is important, wall colours to fade out
what doesn’t matter. Painting the door
to the stockroom bright orange will
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From the DetailRetail website: detail of a
Mitre 10 store the team worked on.

make people want to open it. The same applies to stairs
that lead to the administrative area.
• Lighting. While fixing lighting has something of a bad
reputation for being expensive, nothing is so expensive as
a customer not buying a product because they can’t see it
properly. Ms Guthrie points out that there are some creative solutions that don’t cost as much as many retailers
think, such as embedding LED strip lighting into racks
and shelving. Ms Guthrie is clear about what the goal of
this should be: “What we are trying to do with lighting is
increase the colour rendering index. Get that as high as
possible to match the light.”
• Bulk materials. A persistent problem in many Australian
hardware stores is a habit of “dumping” some products on
the shop floor with little indication of what they are or
how much they cost. Wandering through piles of cement,
compost, sand and pool chemicals is not a great retail experience. Detail Retail has designed many systems to display
bulk goods in a way where they are easily accessed.

It’s all in the pixels: example of the type of
rendering DetailRetail can do. The bottom
image is the top image transformed.
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KLINGSPOR ABRASIVES
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From l-to-r: Paul Hoye managing director of Klingspor Australia, Branko Popec and Jerrod Katramados

Managing director of Klingspor
Australia, Paul Hoye, remains upbeat
about the market for the iconic
brand’s abrasive disks. Klingspor
has developed many of the types of
abrasives in common use today, he
notes, including the flat disc, which
is now produced by a range of companies around the world. Mr Hoye
says that despite this emulation,
Klingspor has managed to retain its
leading position, both by keeping
prices down, and by innovating
with new products. And, of course,
Klingspor retains its advantage of
providing its goods in convenient
retail-sized packs for HBT members.

The company has continued to
expand its offering of in-store display stands. According to Mr Hoye:
“Klingspor in Germany have a few
merchandising displays that work
well for us but we also listened to
our customers in Australia and some
of the stands we offer were designed
by us and are manufactured locally
based on the customer’s needs.”
The company has further developed displays this year, and now
offers several types of smaller
stands to better display its range of
products.

See review of the Diamond Blades:
Link: https://youtu.be/7m8nzZjrDBI

ROMAK HARDWARE
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L-to-r:Lawrie Peck, Eric Wu, Steve Fatileh, Veronika Varetsa, and Frank Marini

The big news from Romak at the
HBT Business Conference is that
the company continues to rev up
its move into higher-design for its
display shelving. This is part of the
company taking a more focussed
approach to independent hardware
businesses. Romak sees shelving
as a way to provide a great selling
environment for its products, benefitting retailers as well as itself.
HNN has also heard hints that
Romak is looking to enter into
alliances with some other suppliers
in adjacent areas, and it seems
likely that the new shelving could
play a role in helping to make that
happen.
As part of this change, Romak has
also hired a designer to work on
both the shelving and the product
display. The man behind Romak’s
ongoing success, long-time HBT
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stalwart Lawrie Peck, showed
us some of the early packaging
prototypes. There is a lot of attention being paid to making sure
hardware customers will be able to
easily select product, and know exactly what they are getting through
colour coding and clear category
labelling.
According to Mr Peck: “We are
redesigning our packaging! We are
currently employing a designer to
do this. We’ve designed some new
boxes and we are doing them in
yellow to go with HBT colours. We
are producing labels with a photo
on the front et cetera. And we’ll
be using them for a lot of our bulk
products. We are are doing all this
in-house which is exciting.”
It’s evident we can expect some
great things from Romak over the
coming six months.

SIMMONDS LUMBER
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L-to-r: Jonathon Holt, Jacinta Colley, Chris Parsons, Gavan Sullivan, and Jay Balakrishnan

Simmonds Lumber continues to innovate in construction
materials with its SimBoard oriented strand board (OSB)
product. Overseas, especially in North America, use of OSB
has grown over the past 20 years, rising from 43% of the the
market to 66%, displacing plywood.
Looking at the specifications for SimBoard, it’s easy to see
why. With its ability to span joists with a 600mm gap between
centres, and for an 18mm thick sheet of flooring to perform
as well as 22mm thick particle board, overall weight of floor
construction can drop by 30%, with the SimBoard itself
weighing 15% less than competing products of the same
strength. As multiple-storey buildings become more common,

it is a weight saving that can add up to big construction costs
savings.
SimBoard is also highly performant in other regards. Its
R-rating (thermal flow/insulation measure) is equal or better
than that of particle board. Its nail retention rate is also better
than both particleboard and MDF.
With its water and moisture-repellent Continish surface,
SimBoard is specifically designed for use in moist areas such
as kitchens, bathrooms and laundry rooms.
OSB is made by binding together timber “strands” using
a combination of wax and resin (95% timber), with a press
used to solidly fuse the mixed material. SimBoard uses a
non-formaldehyde-based resin, which means that off-gassing after construction is not a concern (many MDF and
plywood products continue to use formaldehyde, which is
classed as a probable carcinogen).
SimBoard is also good from an environmental perspective.
It is made of 100% fresh pinewood from thinnings of PEFC/
FSC certified sustainable forests, and can be purchased
with PEFC or FSC certification. Also, where plywood requires
large-diameter trees, OSB uses smaller trees and utilises
practically the entire tree.
Simmonds has also worked to make SimBoard as easy and
practical to use as possible, with the material now available
in the same 3600mm by 900mm sheets that particleboard
is supplied in.

TILBURY HT AUSTRALIA
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Tilbury offers three grades of wheelbarrows, Kaart, Kaart Pro, and its Caterpillar branded model

Tilbury HT sells a standard Kaart
wheelbarrow, the Kaart Pro
wheelbarrow for tradies, and its
premium Caterpillar-branded
wheelbarrow. The equipment
has unique features which add
to durability and ease of use.
As shown (left) the quality of
construction in areas as wheel/
tray support is very high. Tilbury
also sells cement mixers, which,
it claims offer cost advantages
over many existing products.
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Tilbury is a new company in Australia. It is
owned by one of China’s largest manufacturers
of moving and lifting gear, Qingdao Huatian
Hand Truck Co., located in the Yinzhu Industrial
Zone, Jiaonan, Qingdao.
According Tilbury’s Phil Cavanagh, one of the
main advantages that the company offers is that
it deals with retailers direct from the factory, so
they don’t have to work through agents or other
intermediaries.
As he explains, “Retailers can work directly with
us. We have about 1000 products in our stable,
and we bring in products directly, so retailers can
get a lot more margin out of them. We estimate
that, on average, they will earn 20% more margin by doing it our way.
“We also bring in mixed container loads for
them as well. So not only can we sell it locally,
but we can also sell it FOB, which is straight from
China, in USD or AUD, whatever they prefer, in
a container load. And that might give them an
extra 20% to 25% margin, in doing that.
“So it is a lot cheaper, and we make it seamless,
because we manage the whole process. Essentially, at the end of the day they get a container
landed in their store, or on their grounds, and
they can DIY unpack it.”

OX GROUP
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National account manager for Ox Group, Brett Tierney
In many ways, Ox Group pointed
the way for the current trend of
suppliers spending big on in-store
displays. Ox was one of the first to
develop a completely coordinated
display of its many ranges of tools,
complete with its strong “blue”
branding and good design.
Ox still maintains a lead in merchandising today — and that’s an
advantage its supporting retailers
talk about. According to national
account manager Brett Tierney
and his team, they had at least two
retailers visit their stand at the HBT
to say that the merchandising had
doubled their sales of Ox products.
It’s not just the stands and their
designs that makes a difference, it’s
also an awareness of placement. Ox
has brought out a range of impulse
buy and point-of-sale displays
that help add that extra sale to the
ticket, and improves profitability for
retailers.
Good displays are one thing,
but you also need the products to
back them up. Ox has taken over
Free-standing display for Ox Group products
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a large portion of the “wet trades”
business, with its lines of trowels
and other implements. It now has
its sights set on two other areas:
“striking and struck” tools, such as
hammers and chisels, and its diamond tool range of cutting blades
for construction work. This includes
its Superior Diamond blade which,
the company states, is one of the
most recognised accessories in its
categories, able to cut through concrete and reinforced concrete — just
about anything on a building site.
The broad range of tools that Ox
sells makes an impression as well,
including fluorescent spray paint,
sawhorses,
ratchet straps,
door clamps
and extension
leads.

On counter display

HITACHI POWER TOOLS
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Lee McAuliffe, left and Paul Tedesco, right
Hitachi has released a new range of four nailguns plus a
stapler. This is an 18-volt cordless framer that works off of
compressed air (rather than a gas cartridge). This means that
the nailguns do not need constant maintenance, the user
does not need to buy gas cylinders, and, for the smaller finishing nailguns that could be used indoors, they are both quieter
and cleaner. In a standard kit they all come with a 6-amp
battery, giving them an extended runtime.
All of the Hitachi nailguns make use of the same standard
nails other nailguns use.

Hitachi’s framing nailgun

The star of the nailguns is the brushless 90mm framing
nailer (NR1890DBCL). The brushless motor maximising performance, and can extend battery life as compared to brushed
models. It has all the convenience features you would expect,
including a hook for hanging on rafters, and a dual-function
trigger for both sequential and contact triggered nailing. Load
capacity is 47 nails, and the drive speed is 1.5 to 2.0 nails per
second.

The entire lineup of nailguns
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HOLMAN INDUSTRIES
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Left, Cameron Jenkinson and Darren Lunt
Holman Industries is known for its wide range of products,
including gardening and irrigation supplies. It is also the
distributor for the Quiklii Deckspacer. Developer by Ray Turner
who helped to found the Pryda brand, Quiklii is a unique plastic spacer for installing decking, that remains in place after the
decking is installed, helping to protect the underlying joists
from the accumulation of dirt and moisture that can shorten
their useful life.
For tradies and DIYers, its key advantage is that it makes
installing decking quicker, simpler and more accurate. Quiklii
is now available in bulk trade packs.

Quiklii fits neatly over the underlying
joist, perfectly spacing decking

Holman Industries continues to innovate with its irrigation
products, introducing new irritation tap times that now integrate with smartphones to provide the kind of convenience
modern homeowners demand. The Bluetooth-controlled BTX1
connects with Holman’s iGardener app to provide full control
of watering schedules.
Th WaterWhiz series of irrigation controllers comes in three
models, offering versatile water timing for Australian homes
of almost any size. Holman also offers a range of mechanical
tap timers.

The Solem Bluetooth tap timer is imported from France
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The WaterWhiz series of electronic irrigation controllers offers three options

N2LOCK HARDWARE TRADING
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Left, Troy Taylor, business development manager, and Dylan Taylor, sales and marketing

Infinity Vitus has a five pin C4 brass cylinder, four keys and a 25mm dead bolt

Seine French Provincial
handle set
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N2LOK is a family-run business which was
germinated out of a passion for locks by company founder Peter Taylor. (The company name is
a play on “in to locks”.) After working for two of
the three large lock companies, and on the verge
of going to work for the third, a lock supplier
approached the Peter Taylor and offered to help
him set up his own business in 2011.
As you would expect with a founder involved
in locks, the result is a company that places a
premium of well-designed locks, knobs and door
assemblines that span a range from “heritage”
looks, such as French Provincial, to a more
squared-off, modern style, which Troy Taylor, business developer manager, describes as moving
forward from the 1970s styles many of N2LOK’s
competitors still sell.
The company has also made a specialty of
matte-black locks. These are finished via electroplating, giving them a much more durable finish
than competing items that rely on a powder-coat
process. The locks feature a 10-year mechanical
warranty.
N2LOCK markets to both DIYers and tradies. In
an unexpected turn of events, Troy Taylor says
that one of its locks was featured on this year’s
“The Block” TV series, which shows the products
have firm consumer appeal.

BGC FIBRE CEMENT
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Robert Cuthbert, business development manager for BGC Fibre Cement

Nuline Plus installation on a typical house. Nuline has a very good reputation with renovators for a good price and a first-rate result.
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BGC Nuline Plus is a weatherboard-style cladding system, an evolution of the popular Nuline
weatherboard. Nuline Plus tongue-&-groove
fitting will deliver consistent joins throughout a
project. Its slight bevel on the rear of the plank
allows a 25mm bearing face on the stud, making
fixing and nailing exceptionally easy.
Robert Cuthbert, a business development manager for BGC says this ease of installation opens
up the product for a wider range of customers.
“All of our products are very easy to install, you
don’t need to be a carpenter as such to install
them. A lot of DIYers buy our product,” he says.
“Product guides and manuals guide consumers
step-by-step through installation. You don’t need
the expensive tools to install cladding. A Mum
and Dad can put up a weatherboard on a tin shed
very easily by looking at the instructions.”
Nuline Plus weatherboards are not subject to
timber rot, decay or white ant damage and, as Mr
Cuthbert emphasised, will not support combustion. The result is a safer, more durable cladding
that requires minimum maintenance.
Nuline Plus is available in a “bullnose” style,
making it easier to retrofit the product to heritage buildings.

TREX COMPOSITE DECKING
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L-to-r, Paul Arnison, Sue, and Michael Cook
Paul Arnison is the founder of Wholesale Composite Decking
(WCD), a Queensland-base company that has been distributing Trex composite decking for over five years in Australia. In
November 2016, WCD was granted the rights to distribute
Trex throughout Australia.
Trex is a US manufactured product that has been on the
market for 25 years. It is made of 95% recycled material,
about half recycled wood, and half plastic from sources such
as plastic bags. Part of what makes the decking unique is that
the recycled board is encased in a shell made out of a material
similar to the surlyn polymer used to wrap high-end golf balls.
To fix the decking, a clip systems which works with grooves
in the composite boards is used. This means that the decking
boards have no point of penetration. Trex decking is imper-

Clip-based installation.

vious to damage from substances such as red wine and fat
splatter from a barbecue. The result is a form of decking that is
warrantied for 25 years.
According to to Mr Arnison, “Trex is really aimed at the older
demographic. Most of our sales would be for medium to topend housing. We don’t get into budget-type housing, because
it’s too expensive. But for the top-end housing, people want to
put it down, and that’s it.”
It’s also a demographic that responds well to the”green”,
recycling aspect of the product.
WCD is working to expand throughout Australia, with an
office open in Melbourne, and is very pleased to be associated
with HBT.

The high durability of Trex means decks stay looking good for decades.
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SPEAR & JACKSON
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Left,Mark Rowley and Scott Lappin
Spear & Jackson is a supplier company that is well-known
for tailoring deals that are very attractive to retailers. One of
its specials at the HBT conference was a deal where retailers
could buy 12shovels, and receive an additional 12 for nothing. It was a very popular deal. This includes a boxing of the
shovels that makes for a good in-store display, which comes as
part of the deal.
Spear & Jackson also offered a number of deals on packs of
hammers, grouping together some of the most popular mod-

A deal that offered 24 shovels for the
price of 12 drove a lot of interest

els. The hammers come with standard US hickory, and with a
special fibreglass hammer which provides shock absorbency,
making the hammer easier to use for longer, and limiting the
potential of injury.
Spear & Jackson also offers a wide range of general gardening accessories, from pump sprayers of almost every size,
through to standard garden handtools.

Another popular offer was for combinations of trade hammers

Garden sprayers are always a
good sale item in spring

BRADFORD INSULATION
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L-to-r, Jo Shearer, sales & marketing coordinator; Shaun Debnam, account manager; Neville Taylor, national key accounts
manager
Bradford Insulation was one of the original supporters of
H Hardware branded products. Its construction foil wrap,
printed with the H logo, rapidly became a surprise seller for
Bradford. Not only was it popular with builders, but many H
Hardware owners used it to assist with their store branding —
now there is some real HBT thinking!
Bradford is continuing to move ahead with the introduction
of its Bradford Black insulation. This is further development
of the glasswool products Bradford has been making over the
past 50 years and more.

Bradford Black is actually white, and it has a soft, fluffy feel
to it, making it more pleasant to install. It is made from recycled glass, with natural, organic binders. That means it is both
safe to use, and follows best sustainability practices.
Bradford Black is hypoallergenic and is approved by the
National Asthma Council’s Sensitive Choice program, making
it suitable for use in homes of asthma and allergy sufferers.
The company has made the product available at a limited
number of outlets, but is moving ahead to wider distribution
early in 2018.

Bradford makes a special wrap for HBT members. On the left, is the custom design for H Hardware stores. On the right is the
right is the design used for all HBT members.
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L-to-r, Gerhard
Ungerhofer, Mike Armstrong,
Steve Fatileh.

3

2

L-to-r, Mike Sayers, Steve
Fatileh, and Betty Tanddo.
3

Left, Steve Fatileh, and
William Abi-Arrage of George’s
Building Supplies.
4

L-to-r, Wayne Greaves,
Mountain Timbers, Steve
Fatileh, and Chris Jepson of
DeMar H Hardware.
5

The HBT Timber Committee: l-to-r, Wayne Greaves, Mike
Franz, Steve Fatileh, and Richard
Ford.
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The women of HBT: l-to-r, Chantel Kaminski,
Kerry Windus, Ashlin Fisher, Aimee Innes.

3

2

L-to-r, Don Edmonston, Wayne Littler, Gavin
Keane, and Leslie Littler.
3

Mike Tribe, Helensborough H Hardware.

4

The event was held at Etihad Stadium, close
to the Melbourne, Victoria CBD.e.
5

Left, Robin Cameron, and Betty Tanddo
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A NEW STANDARD FOR IN-STORE DISPLAY

TEL: (03) 9795 6789
FAX: (03) 9795 4567
ROMAK.COM.AU
Merchandising display for all Romak bulk items. Gondola not included.

usa update
Ace buys The Grommet
in this
update:
•start
Ace text
Hardware
has bought
Boston-based The
Grommet
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• Lowe’s will sell
tools with the
Craftsman brand,
now produced by
Stanley Black &
Decker
• Lowe’s now has
two augmented
reality apps

Ace Hardware has
acquired a majority
stake in The Grommet,
an e-commerce startup
that brings to market
products from independent entrepreneurs
and emerging companies.
Launched in 2008,
The Grommet has
worked with more
than 2,500 inventors,
entrepreneurs and
small businesses to
launch dozens of
household products
and brands on its
website. FitBit, IdeaPaint and SodaStream
are among the items
that were showcased
on The Grommet as
they were launching.
Co-founder Jules Pieri
explains:
We’ve both been duking it out for the little
guy. Ace has been doing
it for 93 years and
we’ve been doing it for
just under nine years.
There’s a lot of heart
and soul and passion
for helping people realize their dreams.
Ace Hardware is now
the controlling owner
of The Grommet but
will not alter the
company’s strategic direction, according to a
statement. Employees
will continue to have
some equity ownership of the company

and will
remain
autonomous.
Terms of
the deal
were not
disclosed.
John
Venhuizen, president and CEO
of Ace Hardware said:
We both stand as
strong advocates for
the underdog. From the
very beginning we have
appreciated our alignment in support for
and advancement of
the independent maker.
Under Ace’s ownership,
I believe The Grommet
can offer our customers more of that which
fuels global economies
and makes America
special — the unbridled
creativity of the local
entrepreneur.
The Grommet evaluates and selects products called “Grommets”
across 16 categories
and promotes them on
its network by telling
the stories behind each
product. Only 3% of
all products submitted and evaluated are
launched on the site.
Ms Pieri said they
took a gamble by establishing the company in
2008, during the height
of the economic crisis.

Now, the company has
grown to 85 employees
and boasts more than 3
million subscribers.
In 2016, The Grommet
partnered with Ace for
a pilot program called
Innovation Incubators — a freestanding
Grommet display in
Ace’s bricks-and-mortar stores that holds
about 40 different
products they test each
quarter, Ms Pieri said.
About 20 products
have graduated from
the incubator program
into “the big leagues”
and are being stocked
in all 5,000 Ace stores,
according to Ms Pieri.
It’s a way for us to
really expand the
opportunities for the
companies we work
with into a really
healthy and long term
relationship with Ace.
Ms Pieri said the goal
of the incubator program was to bring new,
unique and otherwise
undiscovered products
from entrepreneurs
into select Ace stores.
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Products range from
traditional hardware
to personal accessories
and pet products.
The Grommet helps
emerging companies
and entrepreneurs
market their products
in the “post-Kickstarter
phase,” explains Ms
Pieri, adding that retail
was the company’s
“next natural step.”
The deal aligns with
Ace’s focus on being
a champion for small
business and bringing
locally relevant, innovative products to its
independently owned
stores, according to Ms
Pieri.
While we get a lot of
data and interaction
from our e-commerce
site, the reality is that
over 90% of retail
is still physical. So
we’re living up to our
promise to our makers
by making them realise
their business potential.
https://goo.gl/9FRCFa

usa
update
Lowe’s to sell Craftsman tools
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Lowe’s is betting the
Craftsman name, once
linked to Sears, will
give it an advantage
over Home Depot Inc.
Starting in the second half of 2018, Lowe’s
will offer the 90-yearold tool brand. Almost
as important, this
means Home Depot
won’t, giving Lowe’s a
way to differentiate
from its top rival. The
deal also includes
developing exclusive
Craftsman-branded
products for Lowe’s.
Jackie Pardini Hartzell,
a spokeswoman for
Lowe’s, said:
We always try to
have a wide breadth
of brands that people
know and trust, and

Craftsman is certainly
one that will help us
deliver on that.
Stanley Black & Decker bought Craftsman
from Sears Holdings
Corp. earlier this year
for USD900 million,
part of a years-long
run of asset sales by
the struggling retailer.
Sears had kept distribution of the tool
brand tight with only
about 10% of purchases coming at other
chains.
In buying Craftsman, Stanley aimed to
revive it by investing in
product development
and expanding distribution. It has chosen
Lowe’s as the next
retail destination for

its Craftsman brand.
Lowe’s will also sell
the products online.
Orchard Supply Hardware, a small retailer
Lowe’s bought in 2013,
was already offering
Craftsman items. They
are also sold at Ace

Hardware, which has
made by its existing
more than 5,000 stores. suppliers, royalty-free,
Craftsman is still sold for up to 15 years.
in Sears stores and on
https://goo.gl/BvodtH
its website. The purhttps://goo.gl/7FXrbS
chase by Stanley Black
& Decker provided
Sears the right to sell
Craftsman products

Lowe’s has two augmented reality apps
Lowe’s Companies
is launching two apps
leveraging Apple’s new
ARKit capabilities –
Measured by Lowe’s
and Envisioned by The
Mine – to transform
smartphones into measurement and design
aides.
Unlike other apps,
Measured by Lowe’s
allows users to get
instant measurements
and share measured
moments on social
media, straight from
the app. It is one of the
first accessible apps
using augmented reality to turn any iPhone
model 6S or newer into
a visualisation tool to
measure an object or
distance within the

phone’s camera view.
It can be done quickly
and easily, and saved it
for later.
Envisioned by The
Mine (a Lowe’s company) allows users
to view high fidelity
digital images of
furnishings at scale,
in their own home or
a commercial space.
Customers begin their
journey by navigating
through The Mine’s

designer-inspired product catalogue.
Once an item is
selected, users can
immediately place a
high-quality, accurate-to-scale 3D version
into their room, and
modify, rotate or duplicate. The app’s photo
mode then allows users to capture images,
share and purchase.
The app also integrates with TheMine.

com to provide a
seamless shopping experience with existing,
high fidelity 3D models
that are generated
by Lowe’s Innovation
Labs proprietary 3D
content creation and
distribution technology called LIL 3D.
According to Michelle
Newbery, president of
The Mine:
Our customers come
to The Mine for a
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seamless, high-touch
shopping experience
that combines design-inspired home
furnishings with a
personal concierge level of service. With our
new app, we’re taking
this virtual showroom
a step further to build
customer confidence
before they buy.
https://goo.gl/rcbd5e

europe update
BUKI trials several
store formats
in this
update:
•start
BUKItext
is trying out
different styles of
warehouse stores
in Britain
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• Travis-Perkins
performs well,
but is less than
positive about
the future

• Kingfisher is
experimenting
with tool rental
in Spanish Brico
Depot stores

According to UK
trade journal Property Week, Bunnings
United Kingdom &
Ireland (BUKI) could
trial smaller format
stores. This would
see stores ranging
from 30,000sqft to
80,000sqft open in
central city areas as
part of the expansion
drive, directly targeting the millennial
market. BUKI managing director Peter (PJ)
Davis said:
We would love to have
a network of 80,000sqft
stores, but the reality
is not like that. We will
be opening Bunnings
stores before Christmas
to test how that smaller format will work in
the UK.
We are happy to buy
property and turn it
over as we go through
the investment cycle.
Our investment (in the
UK) in future is going
to be quite big. We will
continue our test, learn
and improve approach
through our Bunnings
pilot store programme
in the UK and Ireland,
which includes many
varied formats, including smaller stores and
larger warehouses.
Mr Davis added
that it would also be
seeking warehouse
sites between 50,000

and 200,000sqft in
high-footfall areas.
Michael Schneider,
CEO of Bunnings
Group, has also stated
that previous reports
of 100 stores opening
in the UK were incorrect. He said:
We have no current
plans for network
expansion in the UK.
Our absolute priority
is on proving up the
Bunnings pilot concept
and improving execution in the Homebase
stores. While we will
always look to optimise
locations of our stores,
references to plans for
large scale store openings are completely
incorrect.
In a sign that it will
target built-up areas as
well, Bunnings says it
is weighing up developing multi-level stores
where it will operate
on the ground floor
and units could be
built above its stores.

Store openings
and plans
BUKI officially
opened its first Homebase conversion in
Essex in early October 2017. It measures
57,000sq.ft. Basildon
complex manager, Neil
Potter, said the team
helped with projects in
the local area ahead of
the opening.
BUKI also launched
a 76,000sqft store in
Worle, a large village in
North Somerset. The
outlet is on the site of
the former Homebase
at Queensway Centre.
former British number
one tennis player Andrew Castle was part
of the opening.
Another Homebase
conversion store
opened in Harlow,
west of Essex. The new
store is 78,000sqft and
managed by complex
manager Joanne
Broadhurst.
A smaller store in
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Bicester will open in
December.
BUKI announced
plans to open a store
on Twickenham Road
in Hanworth, early
next year. Hanworth is
an urban and suburban London district
on its south-west edge.
Historically in Middlesex, it now forms part
of the London Borough
of Hounslow.
A Bunnings Warehouse has been proposed for Loudwater
in 2018. It will open in
place of Homebase –
which is in the process
of shutting down – in
Knaves Beech Retail
Park.
In addition, a new
store on Oaks Drive in
Newmarket is being
planned for next year.
Newmarket a market
town in the English
county of Suffolk,
approximately 65 miles
north of London.
https://goo.gl/4CzRyb
https://goo.gl/SiVTpL

europe
update
Travis Perkins sales up despite uncertainty
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Builders’ merchant
and DIY supplier,
Travis Perkins, recorded a 3.5% year on year
increase in revenues
in the three months
to the end of September despite what it
described as “market
volatility”.
On a like-for-like
basis, the rise was 4.1%,
though it noted that
the results were in part
boosted by a “weak
comparable” in 2016.
Like-for-like sales
in the group’s consumer division, which
includes the Wickes
DIY chain, slowed
to 2.4% from 4.7% at
the half year, which
Travis Perkins said
reflected “very strong
comparatives” with the
previous year and an
“increasingly difficult
market environment”.

The past year has
been a difficult one for
Travis Perkins with
economic uncertainty
intensifying concerns
about the group’s
prospects. John Carter,
Travis Perkins’ chief
executive, said:
We have delivered a
good like-for-like sales
performance across
the Group in the third
quarter against a
challenging market
backdrop of input cost
inflation and market
volatility…Trading conditions in our markets
continue to be mixed,
with consumer discretionary spending under
pressure from rising
inflation and on-going
uncertainty in the UK
economy.
The results come
after the latest survey of purchasing

The Continental
operations of Kingfisher, Brico Dépôt,
has teamed up with
Kiloutou, a materials
rental company, to
make it easier for trade
customers to rent professional machinery at
affordable prices.
Since May 2017, customers of Brico Dépôt
Parets, near Barcelona,
have been able to rent
large machinery for
use on construction
projects. Now the Brico
Dépôt store in Getafe
has been added as a
second test site, and
will begin offering the

service in October 2017.
The rental service
includes construction
equipment, ladders,
platforms for painting, and
sanding,
sawing
and drilling tools,
all available to
customers
within
24 hours.
The services are
available
directly
from Kiloutou, or

managers in the
construction sector
suggested activity in
September declined
for the first time in 15
months, off the back of
“fragile confidence and
subdued risk appetite”
in the commercial
building sector.

Toolstation

and 6,000sqft, to add to
its existing 280-branch
Travis Perkins-owned network.
Toolstation is ramping
The retailer is also on
up its property portfo- the lookout for London
lio with ambitions to
high street locations
accelerate its number
measuring 4,000sqft
of store openings per
with parking in close
year. It is looking for a proximity.
range of sites, includhttps://goo.gl/zHqYfd
ing small units meahttps://goo.gl/V6Msuring 2,800sqft and
mXJ
standard units measuring between 3,750

Kingfisher temas up with Kiloutou to offer tool rental
Brico Dépôt stores.
Response to the
initial pilot project
has been very positive,
with trade customers

reporting a significant maintain the machinincrease in turnover
ery themselves.
for their businesses, as
they would otherwise
have to purchase and
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news
Aussie-made robot
gardener
in this
update:
•start
Australian-made
text
robot gardening
tool is linked to
smartphones
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Australian startup
GardenSpace has
developed a robotic
garden assistant that
it claims can ensure
plants are always
optimally watered,
monitors their health
and even scare off
crop-eating pests.
The solar-powered
GardenSpace robot is a
static device equipped
with camera, WiFi
connectivity and a
water outlet. It scans
the surrounding soil,
analyses the information gathered from the
camera and relays this
to the homeowner and
waters when it decides
this is necessary.
For pest protection:
its camera detects the
presence of the invading critter … and spays
it with water.
The company says
a single GardenSpace
unit can monitor and
water an area of 100
square feet (9.3sqm). It
says this area is sufficient to product food
crops worth more than
$700 per year.
The startup is backed
by hardware accelerator HAX and venture
capital firm SOSV.
GardenSpace’s lead
software engineer,
Luke Worth said the
company launched on
Kickstarter in October.

He said:
You will be
able to buy
GardenSpace
for $US199,
and there will
be a subscription fee for
consumable
that will come
to maybe
$US40 per
month. And
we are talking
to people like
Bunnings [to
sell the product].
Deliveries
were expected
to start early
in 2018. Mr
Worth said
one in two
households in
Australia and
New Zealand
grew their
own vegetables to
some extent.
The three major problems we have identified
are that people have
no idea what is going
on in their garden
and when things start
going wrong they don’t
know what to do about
it.
Number two is that
people will go away
for a week or they will
forget to water and the
garden starts dying.
Number three is critters coming and eating

the food.
We have produced
what we think is an
elegant solution to all
these problems in one
affordable package.
All you do is place it in
or near the vegetable
patch, connect the watering hose and switch
it on and follow the
initial set up procedure
on your phone.
From then on it uses
a weather station, a
multi-function camera
and a thermal sensor
mounted inside the
rotating head to track
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the growth and health
of each plant in the
garden.
Using the data we collect from the sensors
we provide the user
with feedback including notifying them
when it time to put fertiliser on the soil, when
it is time to put insect
repellent on the leaves
and when it is time to
harvest the plant.
Story from IoT Hub,
nextmedia
https://goo.gl/8F2u7e
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DIGiTAL
167,000

43,000

72,000

75,000

Digital is like the Ocean: it connects to everything.
What makes HI News unique is that we know what our readers like. We know,
because we analyse the downloads every week.
That’s also why we can guarantee our advertisers the sort of audience they
need. We can put an exact number on engagement.
And, because our costs are so much lower, so are our ad prices. As low as just
20% of equivalent print prices.
Come on in. The surf’s fine.

HNN. The home improvement industry digital experts.
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Contact Betty Tanddo
betty@hnn.bz or
0411 431 832

NEW PRODUCTS
Oldfields has spent a good deal of time and expertise
coming up with what it considers to be an “ultimate”
brush, the Pro Series.
Oldfields has developed its own filament material, which
it calls E4 Mark II, which it claims has a number of significant advantages, including “maximum paint hold and
release” and “continuous solid coverage”. There are four
sizes of wall brush that are square cut, but the rest of the
range — three sizes of wall brush, three sizes of sash cutter
and two angle cutters — are all oval shaped.

Knipex Tools has released its series
of gripping pliers. The 10” universal
gripping pliers feature a pivoting bottom
jaw that automatically adjusts to any
workpiece in the field, including square,
round, hex and flat materials. The pliers
have toggle lever action for a high clamping pressure grip, making the pliers ideal
for secure, one-handed operation.
All Knipex Gripping Pliers have a
heavy-duty design with an adjustment
screw and release lever for ease of use.
They feature one-hand operation and
a toggle lever action for high clamping
pressure. The body of the gripping pliers
is made from high-strength rolled steel
and the gripping jaws are forged out of
chrome vanadium electric steel.
https://goo.gl/Sc7Ujq

Hilti has introduced three power tools
equipped with Bluetooth and Near
Field Communication (NFC) sensors,
allowing users to quickly identify and
find resources for each respective tool on
smartphones and tablets.
The new DX 5 powder-actuated tool and
the TE 60-AVR and TE 60-ATC/AVR combihammers all feature Hilti Connect Easy
ID. The tools use the integrated sensors
to connect to smartphones and tablets
running the Hilti Connect app to provide
all sorts of useful information including
tool use history, last synced location,
manuals and how-to videos. The app also
allows users to schedule maintenance,
request repairs and order fasteners and
cartridges.
https://goo.gl/vkXnuS
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Kohler has introduced a range of
showerheads designed with the promise
of a rich, indulgent showering experience.
Inspired by the textured surface of a
dahlia flower, Exhale combines its organic aesthetic with Katalyst air induction
technology to deliver a signature shower
experience using four spray patterns.
Exhale multifunction slide showers
incorporate the latest innovations in engineering, actuation and sprays: Full Coverage (large luxurious drops), Drenching
Rain (drenching circular water pattern),
Massage (targets specific parts of the
body), and Silk Spray (soft, silky drops that
are gentle on pets, children and sensitive
skin). The spray pattern is adjusted simply
by rotating the spray face.
https://goo.gl/H6QNCD

At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.
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ABSCO Industries
is a wholly owned
Australian company
manufacturing a
large range of steel
products including
garden sheds, large
outdoor structures
and garden beds.
From its manufacturing facility in Brisbane, ABSCO offers
an extensive range
of over 350 different
types of outdoor
products. ABSCO
Industries has been
the major supplier
of these products to
the hardware and
outdoor building
industries for over
40 years. The good
reputation that we
built up during those
years is now being
recognised throughout Australia and
rapidly expanding
overseas markets.

reduces the time and
effort required. ABSCO Sheds assemble
up to 80% faster than
its competitors.
Most components
are marked with part
numbers which are
also clearly identified throughout the
three dimensional
drawings displayed
in the assembly
instruction booklet.
SNAPTiTE reduces
screws by 75%! It
permanently locks
all perimeter channels to all roof and
wall sheets without
the need for tools
and fasteners. Most
other connection
points have been
fully pre-punched to
maximise the ease of
assembly.
ABSCO has an
ongoing dedication
to product development. Being small
and nimble allows
SNAPTiTE
ABSCO to design
Technology
products that are
ABSCO products
on trend and bring
feature the unique
them to market
patented SNAPTiTE quicker than a traditechnology. This rev- tional manufacturer.
olutionary assembly
system dramatically

For more information,
please visit our website at
www.abscosheds.com.au
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Klingspor’s new diamond wheels
Klingspor is pleased to announce the launch of its
new diamond products in Australia.

Klingspor is a German
based manufacturer of
abrasive products with
over 120 years’ experience.
The Klingspor range of
abrasives includes everything from abrasive belts
to cutting and grinding
discs, flap discs and a
complete range of other
abrasives and accessories.
In 2015, Klingspor invest-

ed in a new, state of the art
diamond wheel manufacturing plant in Europe.
The range and quality
Klingspor can now offer is
unrivalled in Australia. The
range includes;
• Segmented diamond
wheels from 100mm to
500mm in diameter
• Turbo rim diamond
wheels for general applications

• Continuous rim wheels
for tile cutting
• Cup grinding wheels for
surface grinding
• Core drills in a variety of
diameters
The diamond range
Klingspor is offering is
made from the highest
quality raw materials with
the finest manufacturing
processes. This is what
Klingspor have built their

reputation on for over a
century.
The product is well
presented in retail friendly
packaging and retail display stands are available
on request.
For more details, please
contact Klingspor: www.
klingspor.com.au

Klingspor’s proud history of product development
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1926

1950

1954

2003

After intensive research
KLINGSPOR succeeds in
developing a process for
the manufacture of waterproof abrasive paper, for
the first time in Europe.
This innovation was of
real significance for the
automobile industry as
wet grinding is an important procedure that
is made possible only
by means of waterproof
abrasive paper. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
improves the efficiency of
the automobile production worldwide.

For the first time, KLINGSPOR produces highspeed, fabric bonded
grinding discs. Due to
noticeably higher speeds,
this KLINGSPOR innovation leads to an enormous
increase in the productivity and profitability as well
as to an effective change
of the whole abrasive
cutting technology.

The KLINGSPOR abrasive mop is patented. The
idea is as simple, as it is
ingenious: Many abrasive
flaps are combined into
an abrasive mop wheel. It
adapts perfectly to each
workpiece and, thus, is
ideal for fine, flexible
surface grinding. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
enhances the possibilities
of application technology
for grinding in many
ways.

The CMT abrasive mop
disc with rapid action system as well as the WSM
abrasive mop wheel with
80 m/s approval provide
for further growth. Both
innovations are suitable
for use on standard angle
grinders. With rapid
tool change in seconds
and no tightening tool
required, the CMT is the
perfect solution for high
ease of use and significantly reduced set-up
times!
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